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Crossmodal influences in mouse auditory cortex during passive
stimulation and an audiovisual behavior
Ryan James Morrill

Abstract
To enable flexible behavior, the brain utilizes signals from across the sensory
modalities, merging some streams while filtering out others in a context-dependent
manner. These processes occur at many levels in the sensory hierarchy, but the cerebral
cortex appears to play a prominent role in enabling dynamic use of crossmodal sensory
information. This dissertation explores the interactions of auditory and visual sensory
processing in the auditory cortex (ACtx) of the awake mouse using two experimental
approaches. First, the influence of visual stimuli on neural firing in ACtx is investigated
using multisite probes to sample activity across cortical layers. Visual stimuli elicit spiking
responses in both primary and secondary ACtx. Through fluorescent dye electrode track
tracing and optogenetic identification using layer-specific markers, these responses are
revealed to be largely restricted to infragranular layers and particularly prominent in layer
6. Presentation of drifting visual gratings show that responses are not orientation-tuned,
unlike visual cortex responses. The deepest cortical layers thus appear to be an important
locus for crossmodal integration in ACtx. Second, to test the influence of modality-specific
attention on ACtx stimulus processing, a novel audiovisual (AV) go/no-go rule-switching
task for mice is presented. Translaminar ACtx extracellular recordings from mice
performing the task show that attentional state modulates responses to AV stimuli. On
average, single-unit firing rates (FRs) in deep and middle cortex are reduced during
auditory attention in response to task-relevant stimuli, although a smaller population of
units increases FRs. Pre-stimulus activity also decreases when behavior is guided by the
vii

auditory rule and appears to account for much of the change in stimulus-evoked activity.
This general reduction in activity does not impair decoding with a PSTH-based pattern
classifier, but instead increases mutual information encoding efficiency in the deep,
putatively-excitatory neurons. Analysis of spectrotemporal receptive field (STRF)
nonlinearities calculated from stimuli delivered between behavioral trials suggests that
attending to sound increases the selectivity of neurons for STRF-defined sound features.
These results suggest that modality-specific attention can act on ACtx in through rapid,
context-dependent shifts in activity level as well as information processing.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 The interplay of the senses
To interpret and act effectively on the constant barrage of sensory signals it
receives, the brain must merge sensory information from across the modalities in a flexible
manner. In some cases, this entails combining signals to strengthen a percept, while in
others it requires filtering out irrelevant signals. In speech perception, for example, the
visual signal of lip movements aids in resolving ambiguous auditory speech cues (Sumby
and Pollack 1954; Calvert et al. 1997; Schwartz, Berthommier, and Savariaux 2004), but
auditory and visual speech signals that are obviously incongruent fail to elicit neural
signatures of integration (Fairhall and Macaluso 2009). That sensory signals from different
modalities are merged to improve perception is well-documented in the psychophysical
literature; task accuracy, detection thresholds and reaction times are all improved when
participants performing difficult tasks are provided with cues from multiple modalities
(Nozawa, Reuter-Lorenz, and Hughes 1994; Grant and Seitz 2000; Lovelace, Stein, and
Wallace 2003; Diederich and Colonius 2004). Physiological and anatomical work suggests
that the brain begins to merge the senses at surprisingly early stages of cortical sensory
processing (Foxe and Schroeder 2005; Ghazanfar and Schroeder 2006; Kayser and
Logothetis 2007). Bringing the senses together allows the brain to utilize the statistical
regularities of signals that frequently co-occur in space and time to make better
predictions about the environment (Chandrasekaran et al. 2009).
The merging of cues from across the senses is not necessarily an automatic process.
Instead, multimodal integration is modulated in the service of behavioral goals. A
fundamental task of the brain is to decide when and how to merge these signals. Evidence
1

suggests that the brain does this near-optimally, weighting the relative contribution of
cues from different sensory modalities to a decision by their reliability (Ernst and Banks
2002). More generally, learning and attention are both known to determine when and how
multimodal signals are integrated (Driver and Spence 1998; Mozolic et al. 2008; Talsma et
al. 2010), and crossmodal responses in brain regions traditionally considered unisensory
can be driven by learning and behavioral demands (Brosch, Selezneva, and Scheich 2005).
In some cases, instead of integrating across sensory streams, the brain must do the
opposite: filter out task-irrelevant stimuli, a process likely undergirded by attentional
mechanisms but with direct implications for multisensory processing.
In this dissertation, the interplay of the sensory modalities is addressed using two
complementary experimental approaches. In Chapter 2, the organization of visual
responses in the mouse auditory cortex is investigated. Using multisite probes to span the
cortical depth, we test whether a passively-viewed visual stimulus evokes neural responses
in the auditory cortex and find that there is a strong depth bias for spiking responses in the
infragranular layers. In Chapter 3, we train mice on an audiovisual rule-switching task to
determine whether attention to sound or vision affects stimulus processing in the auditory
cortex. We find that crossmodal attention modulates activity levels before and during
stimulus presentation, and that the efficiency of stimulus encoding improves while the
mouse attends to sound. Subsequent sections of the current chapter provide context for
this work with an overview of relevant scientific literature.

1.2 Neural bases of multisensory integration: historical context
Everyday experiences are seldom perceived through a single sensory modality. Take
an act as simple as opening a door, for example. Feeling the shape of the doorknob in your
hand, seeing its metallic luster, and hearing the creak of the door’s hinges: this experience
2

is simultaneously haptic, visual, and auditory. These sensory signals reach the brain
through distinct anatomical pathways, but quickly come together to generate perceptual
experience. Despite the multisensory nature of our reality, the sensory systems have
typically been studied one at a time (Ghazanfar and Schroeder 2006). How and where the
senses merge in the brain is an ongoing and evolving area of neuroscientific research, with
much progress made in the last several decades.
Early studies on sensory cortical receptive field properties noted instances in which
stimuli of a non-preferred modality generated suprathreshold spiking responses in the cat
visual cortex (Horn 1965; Murata, Cramer, and Bach-y-Rita 1965; Spinelli, Starr, and Barrett
1968; Bental, Dafny, and Feldman 1968). This work provided clues that even primary
sensory cortical function may not be strictly unisensory. It was the pioneering work of
Meredith, Stein and others recording from superior colliculus (SC) neurons in the cat that
began to formalize principles of multisensory processing (Meredith and Stein 1983; Stein et
al. 1989; Meredith and Stein 1986b; Meredith, Nemitz, and Stein 1987; Meredith and Stein
1986a; Stanford and Stein 2007). The SC, located in the midbrain, controls orienting
behaviors based on sensory inputs, and its intermediate and deep layers contain neurons
that respond to visual, auditory and somatosensory inputs. Recordings from these layers
identified multisensory units with responses to stimuli from more than one modality. For a
given SC multisensory unit, spatial receptive fields for each of these modalities are typically
in register, such that a unit with visual responses to one region of space will respond to
sounds or touch coming from the same approximate location. When stimuli from multiple
sensory modalities are presented together, their responses are sometimes supperaditive,
eliciting more spiking activity than the sum of the responses to each modality presented
individually (Stanford and Stein 2007; Stein and Stanford 2008). Superadditivity is typically
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observed when the response elicited by a single modality would be particularly weak; for
example, a dim flash of light and a faint sound when paired in spatial register may elicit a
superadditive response. On the other hand, subadditivity is observed with the coincident
presentation of two particularly strong sensory stimuli. Together, these phenomena relate
to what is known as the principle of inverse effectiveness for multisensory integration,
stating that as the strength of individual stimuli increase, the strength of the multisensory
effect decreases. This work also demonstrated that the magnitude of multisensory SC
processing is dependent on the temporal coincidence of multiple signals, and when signals
are presented further apart in time, integrative effects are diminished (Meredith, Nemitz,
and Stein 1987).
Since this seminal work in the SC, it has been suggested that the multisensory
integrative functions of these neurons are dependent on signals from the cortex (Jiang et
al. 2001; Stein et al. 2002); without corticotectal signals originating in association areas,
multisensory enhancement of both orientation behavior and neuronal SC response is
abolished. This finding approximately coincided with an apparently renewed interest in the
cortical bases of multisensory integration. While the merging of senses in cortical
association areas has long been appreciated (e.g., Pandya and Seltzer 1982; Goldman-Rakic
1988), the work most relevant to this dissertation concerns the crossmodal and
multisensory effects observed in cortical areas traditionally considered unisensory. Over
the past two decades, research in auditory (Ghazanfar et al. 2005; Kayser et al. 2005; Bizley
et al. 2007; Lakatos et al. 2007), visual (Watkins et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2008) and
somatensory (Y.-D. Zhou and Fuster 2004; Lemus et al. 2010) cortices from a variety of
species began to show that a small but meaningful fraction of activity is modulated at low
latencies by stimuli from another modality. In the early aughts, this led to calls for revision
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of the view that sensory cortical processing begins with strictly unisensory representation
in the primary regions (Shimojo and Shams 2001; Foxe and Schroeder 2005; Ghazanfar and
Schroeder 2006). Attempts to relate cortical multisensory integration to the principles
derived from studies on the SC have generally suggested, perhaps unsurprisingly, that
cortical multisensory convergence plays by a more nuanced set of rules (Allman et al.
2008), but the requirements of temporal and spatial congruence for optimal multisensory
integration have been observed (Macaluso, Frith, and Driver 2000).
Determining the functional role for crossmodal signals at such early stages in the
cortical processing hierarchy is an area of active research. Several possibilities will be
reviewed here to provide additional context for our finding that visual stimuli evoke spiking
responses in mouse primary and secondary auditory cortex (Chapter 2). One intriguing
proposition is that crossmodal convergence in the cortex may serve to provide
complementary signals to each modality based on their informational strengths and
weaknesses, a concept known as the “modality appropriateness hypothesis” (Welch and
Warren 1980). Visual and somatosensory domains, for example, may provide more reliable
spatial information when compared to audition. On the other hand, the auditory domain
may provide inherently more reliable information about the timing of events. Information
from complementary sensory specializations may be routed crossmodally to early sensory
cortex to create a faster and more accurate representation of the environment. Research
in the ferret has shown that simultaneous presentation of an auditory stimulus with a
visual stimulus increases the amount of spatial information encoded about that event in the
auditory cortex (Bizley and King 2008, 2009). On the other hand, psychophysical work in
humans suggests that the temporal features of sound stimuli can critically influence visual
perception (Recanzone 2003; Watanabe and Shimojo 2001; Shams, Kamitani, and Shimojo
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2000), and that such perceptual effects are mediated by cross-talk between auditory and
visual cortices (Mishra et al. 2007). Another possible role for early crossmodal cortical
integration is a “push-pull” mechanism of allocating resources to the sensory system that
most requires them, based on moment-to-moment changes in stimulus salience. These
mechanisms have been observed in the study of attention in multimodal tasks (Laurienti et
al. 2002; Kawashima and O’Sullivan 1995) as well as within-modality attention (Pinsk,
Doniger, and Kastner 2004). In contrast with the putatively top-down mode of resource
allocation based on behavioral demands, crossmodal signals to sensory cortex may provide
an early bottom-up mechanism to suppress activity in one sensory domain when a strong
stimulus occurs in others. A third possibility is that crossmodal sensory responses in early
cortical stations provide a latent route for information that can be used during
multisensory learning. Crossmodal signals can appear and disappear based on learned
behavioral context (Brosch, Selezneva, and Scheich 2005). Under this scenario, anatomical
pathways exist between the sensory systems (Henschke et al. 2015) primarily for synaptic
refinement, to be strengthened when integrating across modalities becomes behaviorally
advantageous. Of course, these hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, and all three may be
at play simultaneously depending on the systems in question. The reliance of some forms
of subcortical multisensory integration on the integrative mechanisms of the cortex (Stein
et al. 2002; Jiang et al. 2001), as well as the apparent ubiquity of crossmodal influence in
even early cortical sensory systems (Ghazanfar and Schroeder 2006), supports a basic
hypothesis of this dissertation: a primary role of the cerebral cortex is to bring signals
together from within and across the modalities in the service of behavioral goals.
Much of the work cited above was performed in monkeys (Ghazanfar et al. 2005;
Kayser et al. 2005; Kayser, Petkov, and Logothetis 2008), humans (Calvert et al. 1997; Mishra
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et al. 2007) and ferrets (Allman et al. 2008; Bizley et al. 2007; Bizley and King 2009). This
work has been foundational, but at present the ability for cell type-specific manipulations
and recordings in any of these organisms is highly limited. On the other hand, the mouse
has long been a genetic model organism, and a suite of genetic and molecular tools for
circuit dissection developed over the last two decades has spurred its enormous rise in
popularity in the field of systems neuroscience (Callaway 2005). Of particular relevance
here, the mouse has become a common model organism for the study of topics such as
auditory (Linden et al. 2003) and visual (Niell and Stryker 2008) cortical sensory processing.
Nevertheless, research on the integration of these modalities in the mouse remains limited
(Banks et al. 2011; Iurilli et al. 2012; Olcese, Iurilli, and Medini 2013; Song et al. 2017). A first
step toward establishing the mouse as a model for the multisensory integration is to
determine the anatomical and functional interactions between its sensory systems (Banks
et al. 2011), setting a baseline for how we might perform future experiments aimed at
circuit dissection. It is partly with this goal in mind that we conducted the experiments
described in Chapter 2.

1.3 Cortical layers and crossmodal communication
The cerebral cortex is traditionally divided up into six layers on the basis of cellular
morphology, molecular markers and afferent and efferent neuronal connections. While
these layers have long been known to neuroanatomists, understanding of how each layer
may contribute to cortical computational remains limited (Adesnik and Naka 2018). The
laminar organization provides an intriguing framework for cortical multisensory
integration. Existing models differentiate between cortical inputs which are ‘feedforward’
versus ‘feedback’ (Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Douglas and Martin 2004; Rockland and
Pandya 1979). In the classical model, feedforward inputs terminate in layer 4 (L4), and
7

provide sensory drive from thalamic regions or, in the case of higher-order cortex, inputs
from earlier cortical stations. Note that recent work suggests that infragranular cells (L5,
L6) also receive direct, low-latency thalamocortical inputs (Constantinople and Bruno
2013), which carry feedforward drive in early sensory stations. Feedback inputs are those
that provide modulation, carrying extramodal signals from other sensory modalities, the
motor system, frontal cortex, limbic regions and so on. These are thought to arrive
primarily in the supragranular (L1, L2/3) and infragranular (L5, L6) layers.
Crossmodal inputs to auditory cortex appear to be largely feedback in nature, and
their laminar organization reflects this. Visual input to monkey auditory association cortex
can be seen in the current source density (CSD) signal in the supragranular and
infragranular layers, exhibiting a bilaminar feedback pattern (Schroeder and Foxe 2002). In
the same study, auditory CSD modulation appears earliest in L4, consistent with a
dissociation of a feedforward auditory signal and a modulatory feedback visual signal. A
recent study using 7 Tesla functional magnetic resonance imaging in humans to resolve
cortical depths at the submillimeter scale suggests that visual modulation of the auditory
cortex primarily occurs in the deepest cortical layers (Gau et al. 2020). These physiological
findings are supported by anatomical tracing work in the mouse. Visual cortical inputs to
the mouse auditory cortex originate in V2 (both lateral, V2L and medial, V2M) and
terminate primarily in L1 and L6 (Banks et al. 2011), consistent with a feedback-type input.
These results, along with those presented in Chapter 2, suggest that the infragranular
layers may be a site of convergence for crossmodal inputs.

1.4 Attentional selection across the modalities
Sensory cortical receptive fields are known to be shaped by behavioral experience
and task goals (Gilbert, Sigman, and Crist 2001; Fritz et al. 2003; Winkowski et al. 2013; Yin,
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Fritz, and Shamma 2014). While crossmodally-evoked neural activity is observed in the
primary sensory areas of anesthetized animals, suggesting that at least some of this
convergence is due to pre-attentive, bottom-up mechanisms (Kayser et al. 2005),
crossmodal sensory signals are also rapidly modulated by behavioral context and attention.
A striking example of this is the finding that during an auditory categorization task, the
visual signal of a cue light and the somatosensory experience of a lever press can both elicit
widespread and short-latency activation in monkey auditory cortex (Brosch, Selezneva,
and Scheich 2005). This crossmodal activity was context-dependent, disappearing when
the monkeys instead performed a visually-guided task. These findings demonstrate that
the influence of one sensory modality on the cortical processing of another can be
determined by behavioral salience and attentional processes.
Sensory processing in service of a behavioral task can bring together signals from
different modalities, but it can also selectively parse and discard them to meet behavioral
demands. Chapter 3 of this dissertation presents an experiment in which we test the neural
mechanisms of modality-specific attention in auditory cortex. What follows is a brief
review of attentional mechanisms and how they may interact with multimodal processing.
Attention, broadly defined, is the allocation of resources by the brain to a subset of
features of perception or thought at the expense of others (Desimone and Duncan 1995;
Hromádka and Zador 2007; Harris and Thiele 2011). The sensory systems, like any
information processing system, are throughput-limited (Reynolds and Chelazzi 2004);
attentional selection weights inputs by their behavioral relevance or salience, while still
maintaining representation of less pressing sensory signals. Researchers have long noted
that attention critically modulates activity even in early sensory cortex (Hubel et al. 1959).
Since this time, work on attentional mechanisms in extrastriate visual cortical areas of the
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monkey has made great progress on elucidating neural mechanisms of feature-based and
spatial selective attention (Moran and Desimone 1985; Seidemann and Newsome 1999;
McAdams and Maunsell 2000; Williford and Maunsell 2006; Reynolds and Chelazzi 2004),
showing that effects differ based on task demands, such as the presence or absence of
distractor stimuli, and that stimulus contrast thresholds for visually-evoked activity can be
reduced by attention. Work on selective attention in the auditory domain has been more
limited and has typically focused on electroencephalographic signals during human
dichotic listening tasks (Hillyard et al. 1973; Giard et al. 2000; Bidet-Caulet et al. 2007),
demonstrating that attention can both increase magnitudes of auditory cortical responses
to attended stimuli, but also suppress responses to unattended stimuli.
The neural processes that support attentional modulation are varied, ranging from
those with local effects on receptive fields to more general correlates of behavioral state.
The term “task engagement” has been used to describe the brain states of arousal or
vigilance employed when an animal is working toward a behavioral goal (Otazu et al. 2009),
in contrast to the focused effects of selective attention on a particular space or feature of
the sensory field. Studies of task engagement often compare processing of sensory stimuli
within a task to passive exposure when the same set of stimuli are presented but are not
behaviorally useful. In animal models, this research has typically been carried out in the
auditory rather than visual domain, perhaps owing to the difficulty of maintaining the
requisite visual fixation during the passive period without providing a behavioral incentive.
Auditory cortical work suggests that task engagement may recruit mechanisms that act
broadly on auditory processing, shaping auditory receptive fields (Fritz et al. 2003; Yin,
Fritz, and Shamma 2014) and affecting stimulus-evoked (Bagur et al. 2018; Otazu et al. 2009;
Niwa et al. 2012) and spontaneous rates (Buran, von Trapp, and Sanes 2014). A potential
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confound of this research is that the transition from states of somnolence to arousal is
marked by differences in cortical sensory processing that are unrelated to engagement in a
task (Niell and Stryker 2010; McGinley, David, and McCormick 2015; Bigelow et al. 2019).
Chapter 3 of this dissertation addresses what some have termed “modality-specific
attention” (Helbig and Ernst 2008; Mozolic et al. 2008) or “sensory selection” (Wimmer et
al. 2015): the allocation of attentional resources to one domain at the expense of another.
Much prior work on the cortical bases of this phenomenon comes from human imaging
studies, which showed that attention to the attended modality increases activity in the
sensory systems devoted to processing that modality (Grady et al. 1997; Johnson and
Zatorre 2005; Johnson and Zatorre 2006). Perhaps more surprising is the finding that
attending to a unisensory stimulus in one modality tends to decrease the baseline activity
of sensory cortical regions that do not preferentially process that attended modality
(Laurienti et al. 2002; Kawashima and O’Sullivan 1995). This work suggests that modalityspecific attention may operate at a brain-wide level, allocating resources to the system
most relevant for a task and simultaneously quieting activity in others. This presents an
interesting parallel to the attentional enhancement of responses to attended space and the
suppression of competing stimuli in surrounding locations (Desimone and Duncan 1995;
Kastner and Ungerleider 2000).
Attention at both the fine scale of within-modality processing and the broader scale
acting across modalities appears to act through both enhancement and suppression.
However, to suggest that attentional mechanisms simply turn up activity levels associated
with attended stimuli and turn down those associated with unattended stimuli would likely
be an oversimplification. Recordings from the auditory cortex in task-engaged animals,
including those presented in Chapter 3, suggests that the predominant effect of engaging
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in an auditory task is suppression of both task-relevant stimulus-evoked (Otazu et al. 2009;
Bagur et al. 2018) and pre-stimulus activity (Buran, von Trapp, and Sanes 2014), although
many reports (including ours) also show that a fraction of recorded cells also increase
stimulus-evoked activity (Kuchibhotla et al. 2017; Carcea, Insanally, and Froemke 2017;
Buran, von Trapp, and Sanes 2014). These results suggest that mechanisms of sensory
modulation by task engagement in the auditory cortex are varied but often employ
suppression of activity, a process likely to be shaped by inhibitory networks (Kuchibhotla et
al. 2017). Nonetheless, transmission of information relevant to a task may be increased even
when neural responses to task stimuli are suppressed on average. This could be achieved
through multiple mechanisms, such as greater suppression of background activity or
increased temporal precision of stimulus responses. This relationship between information
transmission and task engagement is explored in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 2. Visual information present in
infragranular layers of mouse auditory cortex
2.1 Introduction
The cerebral cortex enables dynamic, flexible responses to the sensory
environment. To achieve this, signals from a variety of sources must come together, often
across the sensory modalities. For example, the acoustic signal (auditory domain) and the
lip movements of speech (visual domain) are integrated to fundamentally influence
perception of speech (McGurk and MacDonald 1976), a process that occurs, at least in part,
in the cortex (Skipper et al. 2007). Such sensory information is often viewed as traveling
through a cortical hierarchy, from primary regions through secondary regions and
eventually to association cortex. Traditionally, the earliest stages of this processing were
thought to be exclusively unimodal, exhibiting responses to only one sensory modality
(Felleman and Van Essen 1991). Recently this notion has been challenged by evidence that
even the primary regions of visual, auditory, and somatosensory cortex all receive and
integrate information from other sensory modalities (Calvert et al. 1997; Foxe et al. 2000;
Ghazanfar et al. 2005; Schaefer et al. 2006; Iurilli et al. 2012).
Evidence for multisensory convergence in early sensory cortex comes from two
complementary lines of research. First, anatomical tracing has revealed direct connections
between cortical or thalamic regions of different sensory systems (e.g., Falchier et al. 2010;
Banks et al. 2011; Henschke et al. 2015). Second, physiological studies have shown that
neural activity, as measured by firing rate or field potential response, can be altered in
unimodal versus multimodal stimulus conditions. For example, neural responses to sound
in both core and belt regions of monkey auditory cortex can be modulated by the presence
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of concurrent visual stimulation (Ghazanfar et al. 2005; Kayser, Petkov, and Logothetis
2008). Less common is the finding that a neuron would respond to a different sensory
modality in absence of stimulation in the modality preferred by the surrounding cortex. In
the auditory cortex, spiking responses to visual stimuli have been shown to develop after
behavioral training; specifically, neurons within the auditory cortex of primates trained on
an auditory categorization task exhibit responses to the onset of a cue light (Brosch,
Selezneva, and Scheich 2005). In the untrained context, auditory cortex responses to visual
stimulation have been reported in rats (Wallace, Ramachandran, and Stein 2004), ferrets
(Bizley et al. 2007) and gerbils (Kobayasi, Suwa, and Riquimaroux 2013), but are generally
reported to represent a small fraction of responses. Furthermore, the stimulus preferences
and cortical organization of these visually-responsive neurons remain poorly understood.
Such information is critical for understanding the role that these responses play in
auditory processing.
Here we sought to determine if and how the auditory cortex of the mouse (Mus
musculus) responds to visual stimulation. We performed acute, awake recordings in mouse
auditory and visual cortices during auditory and visual stimulation. In a subset of recording
sites, neurons in mouse auditory cortex responded to visual stimulation even without
concurrent auditory stimulus. These neurons reside almost exclusively in layers 5 and layer
6 of the cortex and may signal the presence and timing of a salient visual stimulus to the
local circuitry of the auditory cortex.

2.2 Materials and Methods
Animals. All experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee at the University of California, San Francisco. For optogenetic identification of
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layer 6 (L6), we employed the Ntsr1-Cre knock-in line (GENSAT GN220), in which Cre
recombinase is expressed specifically in L6 corticothalamic cells (Olsen et al. 2012). To
achieve targeted activation of L6, this line was crossed with the Ai32 strain (JAX Stock Nr.
012569), which encodes the light-gated depolarizing cation channel channelrhodopsin-2
(ChR2) conjugated to eYFP, after a floxed stop cassette under the CAG promoter. For all
other experiments characterizing the visual response in auditory cortex, we used mouse
strains on a C57BL/6 background that were not expressing optogenetic effector proteins.
Mice in all experiments were between 6-12 weeks old. All adult mice were housed in groups
of 2-5 under a 12 hr/12 hr light/dark cycle. Both female (5/19) and male mice were
included in this study.
In-vivo awake recordings. A surgery to implant a custom steel headplate over the
temporal skull using dental cement was conducted 2-7 days before each recording. The
headplate was positioned to allow access to a point putatively centered on primary
auditory cortex, 2.5 mm posterior to bregma and under the squamosal ridge. On the day of
the recording, the animal was anesthetized using isoflurane and a ~2 mm diameter opening
was made in the skull over auditory cortex using a dental drill. This opening was promptly
covered with silicone elastomer (Kwik-Cast, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL),
and the animal was allowed to recover from anesthesia for 1-2 hrs. The animal was then
affixed by its headplate over a free-spinning spherical treadmill and the silicone plug over
the craniotomy was removed. A 16-channel linear probe (50 µm site spacing; Neuronexus,
Ann Arbor, MI) was covered in the lipophilic dye Di-I (2.5 mg/mL in EtOH) using a needle
and syringe and then slowly inserted in the brain using a motorized microdrive (FHC,
Bowdoin, ME). After reaching the desired depth, the brain was allowed to settle for ~10
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min, after which neural recording and stimulus presentation commenced. Typically, 3-5
acute penetrations were performed per animal.
The signal acquisition system consisted of an Intan RHD2000 recording board and
an RHD2132 amplifier (Intan Technologies, Los Angeles, CA), sampling at 30 kHz. Auditory
stimuli were presented with a free-field electrostatic speaker (ES1, Tucker-Davis
Technologies, Alachua, FL) driven by a Roland Quad Capture external soundcard (Roland,
Los Angeles, CA) at a sampling rate of 192 kHz. Visual stimuli were presented on a 19 in LCD
monitor with a 60 Hz refresh rate (VW199, ASUS USA, Fremont, CA). Auditory and visual
stimuli were both generated in MATLAB using the Psychophysics Toolbox Version 3
(Kleiner, Brainard, and Pelli 2007).
Sound stimuli were either click trains or pure tone sequences. Click trains consisted
of broadband 5 ms white noise pulses, presented at 20 Hz for 500 ms duration, and were
used as a search stimulus to determine auditory responsiveness; they were not analyzed
further. Pure tone stimuli consisted of 100 ms tones of varied frequency (4 to 64 kHz, 0.2
octave spacing) and sound attenuation levels (30 to 60 dB in 5 dB linear steps), with an
interstimulus interval of 500ms to construct a frequency-response area (FRA). Between 6
and 10 trials were presented at each frequency-attenuation level.
Visual stimuli consisted of either flash stimuli or drifting grating stimuli on a
monitor centered in front of and 25 cm away from the mouse. Monitor luminance was
calibrated to 25 cd/m2 for a gray screen, measured at the approximate location of the
mouse’s eyes. The flash stimulus was a white square (32° horizontal x 32° vertical) on a
black background, 150 ms in duration, with a peak brightness of 95 cd/m2. Typically, 150
flash presentations were used per block, and the inter-stimulus interval (ISI) was randomly
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varied between 650 and 2850 ms. Drifting gratings were presented full-screen (79°
horizontal x 50° vertical) for 1 s using parameters optimal for driving mouse visual cortex: 4
Hz temporal frequency, 0.02 cycles/deg spatial frequency, 100% contrast (Niell and
Stryker 2008). Gratings were presented in 12 orientations from 0 to 330 degrees in a
randomly varied sequence, with 50 presentations per orientation and a randomly varied ISI
between 500 and 1600 ms. To verify that the monitor did not produce sound, we recorded
and analyzed sounds during visual stimulus presentation using an ultrasonic microphone
and recording device sampling at 250 kHz (UltraSoundGate 416H, Avisoft Bioacoustics,
Glienicke, Germany).
For L6 optogenetic identification experiments, we activated ChR2 by illuminating
the cortex with a blue 470 nm LED (Mightex, Pleasanton, CA) coupled to a 400 µmdiameter optical fiber, NA = 0.39 (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ). A micromanipulator was used to
position the fiber tip just above the cortical surface immediately adjacent to the probe
penetration site. Light powers were ranged between 0.2 and 2.2 mW; trials with light
powers of 1.6 to 2.2 mW were used for later analysis. Light duration was 500 ms, with a 50
ms linear ramp to reach full power anda recovery time randomly varied between 1600 and
2600 ms.
Data analysis. After recordings, the raw voltage trace was bandpassed between 600 Hz and
6 kHz and events were extracted using a moving-window 4.5 SD threshold. For single unit
(SU) analysis, event waveforms were sorted using custom software in MATLAB
(KFMMAutoSorter, written by Mathew Fellows). Multi-unit analysis was performed on all
events captured by the aforementioned 4.5 SD threshold; as such, this analysis includes all
units recorded on a channel, as well as events that could not be attributed to a single-unit
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neural source due to the absence of a uniquely identifiable waveform shape. Such analysis
is typically thought to capture spiking activity from tens of neurons in the vicinity of the
recording electrode (Buzsáki 2004).
For all MU and SU analyses, auditory responsiveness was defined as a significant
difference in firing rate between the 100 ms prior to stimulus onset and the 100 ms poststimulus period (paired t-test, Benjamini-Hochberg corrected for false discovery rate, q =
0.001; (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). The Benjamini-Hochberg procedure, used here to
correct for multiple comparisons in determining significance of auditory and visual
responses, is a method for controlling false positives (Type I errors) that has increased
power relative to more common family-wise error rate control procedures, such as the
Bonferroni correction; the latter class of procedures attempts to control the probability of
including one false positive, typically at the expense of a high false negative (Type II error)
rate. On the other hand, false discovery rate methods set an acceptable rate of Type I
errors (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). Here, we have set our false discovery rate to q =
0.001. Auditory FRAs were generated using firing rate in the 100 ms post sound-onset.
Significant tuning to frequency, used in auditory response classification, was defined as a
modulation of firing rate by frequency using a one-way ANOVA (α = 0.05).
Visual responsiveness was defined as a significant difference in firing rate between
the 200 ms preceding stimulus onset and 200 ms post-stimulus onset (paired t-test,
Benjamini-Hochberg corrected for false discovery rate; q = 0.001). Sites and units
considered in this dataset were from recordings determined to be in auditory cortex based
on multi-unit responses to pure tones and only included sites within cortex, as measured
by our electrode track tracing procedure described below (n = 676 MU sites; n = 223 SUs).
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For both auditory and visual responses, latency to onset was defined as the timepoint at which the post-stimulus firing rate exceeded the pre-stimulus firing rate by 4 SDs.
Likewise, response offset was defined as the point after onset at which firing rate dropped
back down below 4 SDs above pre-stimulus firing rate.
To identify the Ntsr1-Cre-positive L6 band in our Ai32/Ntsr1-Cre optogenetic
activation experiments, we analyzed recordings for a group of three or more adjacent
light-activated channels. A channel was defined as light-activated if it showed sustained
activation throughout the light-on period. To remove transient onset effects that were
often observed throughout the cortical column, our analysis focused on the last 200 ms of
the light-on period. We converted firing rate during this period to a z-score using the
baseline (200 ms prior to stimulus onset) mean and standard deviation. Degree of firing
rate modulation differed greatly between recordings, presumably because of factors such
as light penetrance in cortical tissue. As such, we defined significant activation as any
period that surpassed half of the peak z-score firing rate observed across all light levels in a
given recording. A channel was considered light responsive if at least half of all 20 ms time
bins showed such activation, and an Ntsr1-Cre band was defined as three adjacent
channels (i.e. activation spanning 150 µm) Using this method, the Ntsr1-Cre-positive band
of layer 6 was readily identifiable in 5 out of 8 experiments with visually responsive singleor multi-units.
To determine the degree of tuning to orientation of drifting grating stimuli, we
calculated an orientation selectivity index (OSI):
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In the above equation, Rpref is the mean response to the stimulus of the preferred
orientation (that which elicited the response with the highest firing rate), and Rorth is the
mean response to the two orientations orthogonal to the preferred orientation. All
responses were baseline-corrected by subtracting the mean pre-stimulus firing rate
averaged over all trials. For units in which Rorth was suppressed relative to baseline, OSI will
be greater than 1. Analyses were performed on the 500 ms after stimulus onset.
Histological verification of electrode track depth. To visualize recording site locations, we
used the fluorescent lipophilic dye Di-I, which has been shown to reliably mark the full
extent of electrode tracks in extracellular recordings (DiCarlo et al. 1996), and has been
used to visualize silicon probe tracks in the mouse brain (Lee et al. 2015). After completion
of physiological recordings, the animal was euthanized and the brain was removed and
placed into a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 0.1 M, 7.4
pH) for 12 hours, followed by a 30% sucrose in PBS solution for several days. The brain was
then frozen and sections were cut on a sliding microtome (SM2000R, Leica Biosystems,
Buffalo Grove, IL). Slices were then mounted and imaged on a fluorescence microscope
with a red filter cube (Eclipse 90i, Nikon, Melville, NY). Fluorescent marks on slices were
mapped to each recording with the aid of a penetration site map drawn based on the
exposed cortical surface during the experiment. Roughly half the brains were fully imaged
and mapped onto the Paxinos and Franklin mouse brain atlas (2004) to identify the
locations of recorded sites; in the other half, histology was used only to identify the depth
of recorded sites.
Classification of auditory sites. Auditory cortex contains subfields with characteristic
neural responses to sound stimuli (Stiebler et al. 1997; Joachimsthaler et al. 2014). We
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classified recording sites as either primary-like in their responses (putatively primary
auditory cortex, A1, or anterior auditory field, AAF) or secondary-like (for example,
secondary auditory cortex, A2, or dorsal-posterior field, DP). Primary and secondary
regions are most differentiable by latency to response onset, with primary regions
exhibiting shorter onset latencies than secondary ones (Joachimsthaler et al. 2014). As such,
the classification procedure we used was as follows. A channel-wise automatic
classification was made for multi-unit pure tone responses based on the following criteria:
primary-like responses were those with significant firing rate tone responses and onset
latencies of <14ms; secondary-like responses were those with significant tone responses
and onset latencies of >14ms (Joachimsthaler et al. 2014). Channels not significantly
responsive to sound were coded as non-auditory. Next, channels whose classification
differed from that of their neighbors were examined in the context of all auditory
responses on the probe and coded by eye. This dealt with two problematic cases resulting
from automatic channel-wise classification. First, this allowed us to correct for “one-off”
inconsistencies in classification within a probe. Second, this increased labeling accuracy in
border cases where the probe track did not enter orthogonal to the brain surface, and both
primary- and secondary-like responses were recorded from the same auditory experiment.
All auditory response classification was performed blind to results of the visual response
experiments conducted at the same site.

2.3 Results
Visual responses in mouse auditory cortex. To measure visual responses in mouse
auditory cortical neurons, we performed acute extracellular recordings in awake mice
using a linear probe to simultaneously measure responses in different layers of cortex (Fig.
2.1.a). In separate blocks, mice were either presented with 100 ms pure tones of varied
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frequencies and attenuations or 150 ms flashes of a white square on a black background
(Fig. 2.1.b). We then analyzed multi- and single-unit activity evoked by these auditory and
visual stimuli (Fig. 2.1.c). Recording site depth and location were determined from post-hoc
histological visualization of the lipophilic dye Di-I, which was applied to the probe shank
before each penetration (Fig. 2.1.d, 2.1.e). Probe placement was targeted to the auditory
cortex based on surface vasculature (Stiebler et al. 1997) and confirmed by robust
responsiveness to sound stimulation at the recording sites (see Methods; Fig. 2.1.f, left and
center). After identifying auditory cortex, we presented flashes and determined whether
firing rate was modulated by these purely visual stimuli (Fig. 2.1.f, right). In 28 out of 48
auditory cortex laminar recordings from 16 mice, at least one multi-unit showed a
statistically significant increase in firing rate in response to the visual stimulus (paired ttest, Benjamini-Hochberg corrected for false discovery rate, q = 0.001, see Methods).
Visually-evoked spiking responses were found in both multi-units (Fig. 2.1.g) and singleunits (SUs; Fig. 2.1.h). Habituation of responses to repeated stimulus presentations is a wellestablished feature of auditory cortical processing (Cook, Ellinwood and Wilson 1968). We
tested whether auditory cortical SU visual responses found here also habituated over the
course of stimulus presentation blocks by testing for a systematic increase or decrease in
response magnitude using Spearman’s correlation analysis. Wefound 3/15 units from nine
mice whose stimulus-evoked firing rates changed (with no corresponding change in
baseline firing; p<0.05). Of these, two decreased in firing rate and one increased.
Additionally, we found no trend in stimulus-evoked firing rate on the population level
(Jonckheere-Terpstra trend test, J-T stat. = 0.84, p = 0.20). Together, these tests show that
there is little evidence for systematic increase or decrease of response magnitude over
time with our recording protocol.
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Recordings were performed in a blocked manner, with auditory stimuli presented
together followed by visual stimuli. Not all units identified as visually-responsive were also
identifiable in the auditory blocks, due either to sparse firing in response to auditory
stimulation or electrode drift over time. There were nine well-isolated visually-responsive
SUs also identified in auditory recordings (n=7 recordings from 7 mice); of these, seven
units (7/9), exhibited significant auditory responses (example: Fig. 2.1.i), all of which were
also tuned to auditory frequency. This result shows that some neurons in mouse auditory
cortex multiplex auditory and visual stimuli.
Deep layer bias of visual responses in ACtx. The laminar location of a neural response can
be strongly suggestive of its computational role. We mapped the geometry of the probe
electrode sites onto brain slice images marked by Di-I (Fig. 2.1.e, right and Fig. 2.2.a), to
determine the cortical depths of visually-responsive electrode sites (example: Fig. 2.2.b).
We then measured the distance from white matter (WM) of each recording site and
normalized this by the WM-pia distance of the corresponding brain slice to correct for any
tissue distortion. This yielded a fractional cortical depth measurement for each recorded
channel, which was then assigned to a cortical layer (from 16 mice: L6, n = 160 sites; L5, n =
254; L4 = 129; L2/3, n = 120; L1, n = 13; Fig. 2.2.d). Analysis of these data reveals that the
majority of multi-unit and single-unit visual responses occur in layer 6 (L6), with the bulk
of the remainder occurring in layer 5 (L5; Fig. 2.2.c; 2.2.d).To provide physiological
confirmation of our depth measurements, we used the Ntsr1-Cre mouse strain in which
Cre recombinase is expressed specifically in L6 corticothalamic (CT) cells (Fig. 2.2.e; Gong
et al. 2007; Olsen et al. 2012). This mouse line was crossed with mice of the Ai32 strain,
which expresses channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) conjugated to eYFP in a Cre-dependent
manner, so that ChR2 was restricted to L6 (Fig. 2.2.e). Illumination of the cortical surface
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with blue light resulted in strong multi-unit activation of a distinct band of channels deep
on the probe (Fig. 2.2.f, 2.2.g), thereby providing an optogenetically-induced physiological
marker of L6. A band of three or more adjacent channels with sustained optogenetic
activation was identified in five out of eight recordings (n = 4 of 6 mice). We determined
the depth of visual responses relative to this band of activation, and found that all of them
occurred <= 200 μm from its lower border (Fig. 2.2.h). This “photo-tagging” approach to
identify the band of L6 CT cells further confirmed the deep layer bias of visual responses.
Visual responses in primary and secondary regions of ACtx. The neural signatures of
multisensory integration are more commonly observed in secondary or “higher-order”
areas of sensory cortex compared with primary regions (Ghazanfar et al. 2005; Bizley et al.
2007). To test whether this finding holds for visual responses in mouse auditory cortex, we
classified our recording sites into primary or secondary regions using temporal dynamics
and frequency tuning of evoked multi-unit responses to pure tones of varied frequencies
and attenuations (see Methods). Recordings classified as primary-like typically showed
robust frequency-attenuation tuning (example: Fig. 2.3.a), while many secondary regions
did not (example: Fig. 2.3.b). When reconstructed, most primary-like sites were localized to
within A1/AAF on the Paxinos and Franklin atlas (2004; Fig. 2.3.c). Mean normalized FRAs
from primary and secondary sites centered on BF show that, on average, MUs from both
classification exhibit tuning, but BF- and off-BF responses were closer in magnitude in
secondary than in primary sites (Fig. 2.3.e). Multi-unit onset and peak response latencies to
BF sound stimuli in primary areas were lower than those in secondary areas (primary onset:
10 ± 4 ms, mean ± STD; secondary onset: 17 ± 11 ms; Wilcoxon rank-sum Z = 11.7, p = 1.71e-31;
primary peak: 18 ± 8 ms; secondary peak: 30 ± 16 ms; rank sum Z = 9.76, p = 1.67e-22; n=396,
167 MUs in n=14, 13 mice for primary and secondary recordings, respectively; Fig. 2.3.d).
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While distributions of recorded auditory BFs were biased to the middle of the frequency
band tested (approx 8-30 kHz), visual responses were more prominent at those sites with
BFs near 64 kHz (Fig. 2.3.f). The fraction of visual responses was also slightly higher at
secondary than primary recording sites in both L5 and L6, the only two layers which
exhibited any substantial visual responsiveness (Fig. 2.3.g). Thus, our results indicate that
visual MU responses are slightly biased toward secondary sites and toward sites with high
frequency tuning in primary areas, but are nevertheless present at sites with a variety of
auditory BFs.
Visual response latencies compared in auditory and visual cortices. Latencies to
response onset for tones at BF in the auditory cortex vary from 8 to 30 ms, depending on
auditory field (Fig. 2.3.d). What are the temporal dynamics of the visual response in
auditory cortex? Visually-responsive SUs in primary auditory regions exhibit onset
latencies of 75 ± 10 ms (mean ± STD; n=7 SUs from 6 mice), while those in secondary
regions have onsets of 92 ± 25 ms (n=8 SUs from 5 mice; Fig. 2.4.a); this difference did not
reach statistical significance (Wilcoxon rank-sum = 47.5, p =0.34). MU visual response onset
latencies were 85 ± 37 ms in primary sites (n=45 MUs from 12 mice) and 95 ± 25 ms (n=28
MUs from 8 mice) in secondary (Fig. 2.4.b); primary MU visual responses occurred
significantly earlier than those in secondary (Wilcoxon rank-sum Z = 2.3, p = 0.021).
Anatomical tracing work has shown that mouse auditory cortex receives direct
inputs from several visual cortical regions, and that these inputs show a preference for L1
and L6 (Banks et al. 2011). If these projections are carrying the visual information to the
auditory cortex, visual stimulation should elicit earlier responses in visual cortex than in
auditory cortex. To test this, we recorded from awake mouse visual cortex using flash
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stimuli with the same parameters as used to elicit responses in auditory cortex (Fig. 2.4c,
2.4.d). Analysis of MU data shows that responses to visual stimuli in visual cortex are
significantly earlier in onset than in auditory cortex (VCtx: 40 ± 11 ms, n=78 MUs from 8
recordings in 3 mice; ACtx: 90 ± 32 ms, n=73 MUs from 30 recordings in 15 mice; Wilcoxon
rank-sum Z = 9.06, p = 1.26e-19) and peak (VCtx: 70 ± 33 ms; ACtx: 115 ± 39 ms; Wilcoxon
rank-sum Z = 7.60, p = 2.95e-14). Median latencies to response offset in visual cortex and
auditory cortex were not significantly different (VCtx: 160 ± 73 ms; ACtx: 131 ± 40 ms;
Wilcoxon rank-sum Z = 1.4 p = 0.16; Fig. 2.4.e, 2.4.f), although visual cortex sites showed a
wider distribution of offset latencies (Fig. 2.4.f). These dynamics show that visual cortex
begins processing the visual flash stimulus before it arrives in the auditory cortex.
Visual orientation tuning in the auditory cortex. A hallmark of visual cortical processing is
tuning of neurons to edges of particular orientations. We sought to test whether visual
responses in auditory cortex also carry specific information about the visual scene such as
edge orientation. While recording in auditory cortex, we presented full-screen 1 s drifting
gratings of 12 orientations and found strong responses in a subset of our flash-response
SUs (example, Fig. 2.5.a). Comparison of response PSTHs and firing rate histograms
typically revealed only moderate orientation tuning in the auditory cortex (examples: Fig.
2.5.b, 2.5.c). For reference, we also recorded drifting grating responses from visual cortex
units. Side-by-side comparison of the most orientation-selective auditory cortex and visual
cortex units shows a much higher degree of orientation selectivity in the visual cortex (Fig.
2.5.d, 2.5e). We calculated the orientation-selectivity index (OSI; see Methods) for all ACtx
and VCtx SUs. We find strongly orientation-selective units in the visual cortex (41% [7/17]
of OSIs>0.75, n=7 recordings in 3 mice), along with weakly tuned units, but only weakly
tuned units in auditory cortex (0% [0/7] of OSIs>0.75; n=5 recordings in 4 mice; Fig. 2.5.f);
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orientation-selectivity differs significantly between these two populations (one-tailed
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, K-S stat. = 0.512; p = 0.049). These results suggest that visual
responses in auditory cortex do not carry fundamental visual information about edge
orientation, but instead may represent a more general signal indicating the timing and
presence of a salient visual stimulus.

2.4 Discussion
To determine whether mouse auditory cortex responds to visual stimulation, we
presented awake mice with unimodal visual and auditory stimuli under passive conditions
while performing acute recordings from auditory or visual cortices. In both primary and
secondary auditory cortex, we found single-unit and multi-unit activity that responded
directly to visual flash and drifting grating stimuli in the absence of sound. These responses
were almost entirely restricted to layer 6 (L6) and, to a lesser degree, layer 5 (L5). In L6 of
auditory cortex, approximately 25% of MUs were visually responsive; in L5, this value was
10%; yet, fewer than 2% of MUs in layers 2-4 were visually responsive. Visually-responsive
units in auditory cortex have longer latencies than those in visual cortex and, unlike visual
cortex neurons, are not strongly tuned to drifting grating orientation. Taken together,
these results suggest that the deep layers of cortex may represent a locus for cortical
multisensory integration in the mouse.
These findings are supported by anatomical tracing work that shows that mouse
primary auditory cortex receives inputs from visual cortex (Banks et al. 2011). Anterograde
tracers injected into secondary regions both lateral (V2L) and medial (V2M) of V1 reveal
robust labeling of terminals in A1. Since this work, much has recently been done to further
parcellate the fields of mouse secondary visual cortex (Garrett et al. 2014); it remains to be
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tested if projections to auditory areas vary further by visual cortical subfield. Particularly
relevant here is the finding that neurons from V2 primarily send projections to L1 and L6
(Banks et al. 2011). This points to a potential anatomical pathway for visual signals to elicit
spiking responses in the deep layers of mouse auditory cortex via monosynaptic
connections from V2M and V2L. Although we did not observe visually-responsive cells in
L1, this layer of cortex was not well represented in this dataset (n=13 MU sites recorded).
Note that projections arriving at L1 do not necessarily target the sparse population of cells
that reside there: the superficial visual projection to auditory cortex may terminate on the
relatively large mass of L1 apical dendrites from pyramidal cells in L5 and L2/3 (Larkum,
Zhu, and Sakmann 1999; Larkum and Zhu 2002), and thus may produce some of the deep
layer visual responses we observed. Further work involving methods such as trans-synaptic
tracing must be employed to resolve questions of this nature.
Beyond direct connections from secondary visual cortices, there are several other
potential pathways by which visual signals may drive spiking responses in the auditory
cortex. Other areas of association cortex may send feedback projections to modulate
processing in the auditory cortex. The gerbil primary auditory cortex receives direct input
from multisensory cortical regions such as posterior parietal cortex (Budinger et al. 2006).
In addition, several thalamic regions with projections to auditory cortex show multimodal
responses; the medial aspect of the medial geniculate body exhibits multisensory
responses (Wepsic 1966) and sends a dense projection to L6 of rat auditory cortex (Linke
and Schwegler 2000). Furthermore, the suprageniculate nucleus, another highly
multimodal thalamic region, projects to L5 and L6 of rat auditory cortex (Smith, Manning,
and Uhlrich 2010). The termination patterns of these projections are also consistent with
deep layer visual spiking responses; none of these anatomical pathways can be ruled out
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based on our results. While neurons in many visual stations, including primary and
secondary visual cortices as well as visual thalamus, exhibit tuning to orientation, the
untuned responses we observe in auditory cortex could result from the pooling of such
tuned inputs.
The layer specificity of visually-evoked spiking responses in auditory cortex may
inform the role of such responses in modulating activity within the cortical column
(Douglas, Martin, and Whitteridge 1989). The deep or “infragranular” layers of cortex are
considered the primary subcortical output layers, but also send collaterals to cortical
targets, including local circuitry. Historically, the role of L6, in particular, has been
considered enigmatic due in part to its high degree of morphological and physiological
heterogeneity (Briggs 2010) and atypical sensory responses (Zhou et al. 2010). Recent work
has shown that layer 6, through synapses onto local inhibitory interneurons, may play a
role in gain control of sensory responses (Bortone, Olsen, and Scanziani 2014).
Furthermore, L6 neurons are known to influence cortical receptive field structure (Bolz
and Gilbert 1986) and gate sensory input through corticothalamic connections (Farran
Briggs and Usrey 2008). Cells in these layers appear to be strategically located for sculpting
and modulating sensory processing. The restriction of visually-evoked spiking responses to
the infragranular layers suggests that such modulation of sensory activity may be
controlled, in part, by crossmodal inputs.
Previous work has shown that visually-evoked spiking responses are rare in the
auditory cortex. Kobayasi et al. (Kobayasi, Suwa, and Riquimaroux 2013) recorded from A1 of
the Mongolian gerbil, and concluded that 2 of their 128 units exhibited responses to a visual
stimulus alone. In the auditory cortex of the ferret, reported percentages of visually-
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responsive neurons are much higher, with ~15% of primary auditory neurons showing
responses to the light flash of an LED (Bizley et al. 2007). In the rat auditory cortex, ~6% of
units showed responses to the visual stimulus alone (Wallace, Ramachandran, and Stein
2004). While factors such as cross-species differences likely explain some of these
discrepancies in visual responsiveness, our work brings up the possibility that they may
also be due, in part, to differences in laminar sampling. Our work also shows that visual
responses are more prominent in secondary auditory cortex, consistent with findings in
the ferret and monkey (Kayser, Petkov, and Logothetis 2008; Bizley et al. 2007).
The findings presented here extend this literature by revealing that visual stimuli
evoke spiking responses in the mouse auditory cortex and showing conclusively that
visually-responsive units show a strong laminar bias. Previous non-primate work on
audiovisual integration in the auditory cortex has been performed in anesthetized animals
(Bizley et al. 2007; Wallace, Ramachandran, and Stein 2004). Given that many anesthesias
preferentially inhibit corticocortical connections (Raz et al. 2014) and that at least some
visual information likely arrives at the auditory cortex through such connections (Banks et
al. 2011), recordings in the awake animal may uncover responses otherwise obscured in
anesthetized recordings. Furthermore, our examination of the orientation tuning
properties of auditory responses begins to answer questions about the type of information
visual responses convey to the local circuitry.
This work must be considered in the broader context of the literature on
multisensory integration, much of which has found effects of crossmodal stimulation not in
firing rate changes, but in evoked field potential responses and oscillatory changes
(Ghazanfar et al. 2005; Lakatos et al. 2009). For example, Lakatos and colleagues found that
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visual stimulus onset resulted in phase reset of ongoing oscillations in the monkey auditory
cortex with no change in multiunit spiking (Lakatos et al. 2007). It remains to be seen
whether such a mechanism is also present in the mouse. Furthermore, there are additional
aspects of the spiking signal in response to crossmodal stimulation that remain to be
examined. The quenching of trial-to-trial response variability, for example, is a widespread
phenomenon related to stimulus onset and may be an additional mechanism by which
visual signals affect auditory cortical processing (Churchland et al. 2010).
This work is motivated partly by the utility of the mouse as a mammalian model
organism for cell-type specific microcircuit dissection. Tools such as fluorescent cell
labeling, optogenetics and chemogenetics, when applied to the problems of multisensory
integration, may help elucidate the microcircuitry that integrates crossmodal signals. We
hope that this study of visual responses in the auditory cortex of a genetic model organism
will further the use of cell-type specific tools for microcircuit dissection of multisensory
phenomena.
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2.5 Figures

Figure 2.1. Visual stimuli elicit spiking responses in mouse auditory cortex. a. Awake,
acute recordings in right mouse auditory cortex using a 16 channel multisite probe (right),
experimental sequence: b-d. b. Tone stimuli used for identification of characteristic
auditory cortical responses (left) and visual flash stimuli to test for visual responsiveness
(right). c. Auditory and visual multi-unit (MU) responses on the same recording channel. d.
Probe location visualized using fluorescent dye Di-I, which was applied to the probe prior
to recording. Images at 1x magnification (left) and 4x (right) used to determine location and
laminar depth. Scale bar = 500 µm. e. Probe track marked by Di-I, marked with electrode
site locations (white circles indicate locations of channels shown in panel f). f. MU
responses on all 16 channels: responses to tones of best frequency (left); frequency
response area (middle); response to visual stimulus (right). Asterisk indicates response
significant at q=0.001 after Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate correction (see
Methods). g. Additional examples of statistically significant MU responses to visual stimuli
from different mice. h. Examples of statistically significant single-unit responses to visual
stimuli (waveforms inset; SU in black, MU from corresponding channel in gray). i. Example
SU showing both auditory and visual responses.
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Figure 2.2. Visual responses are primarily found in the deepest layers of auditory cortex.
a. Probe track in auditory cortex visualized with Di-I, electrode sites marked by circles.
Channels shown in panel b indicated by colored arrows. Scale bar = 500 µm. b. Multi-unit
(MU) auditory responses (left), frequency response area (middle), and visual responses
(right) at sites from cortical depths indicated by colored arrows in a. Visually responsive
MU, indicated by asterisk, is located in layer 6 (L6). c. All visual responses shown as a
function of depth, MUs in red; single-units in purple (n=73 MUs and 15 SUs from 30
recordings in 15 mice). d. Fraction of recorded sites that are visually responsive by depth.
Numbers at left indicate total number of MU visual responses over total number of sites
recorded in each layer. e. Ai32/Ntsr1-Cre mice express YFP-tagged channelrhodopsin
(ChR2) in L6; histology showing YFP on right. f. Representative example of optogenetic
identification of L6 through activation of Ntsr1-Cre-positive cells. MU activity (red) shows a
band activated strongly during light-on period (blue); significantly modulated channels
indicated by green band at right. g. Superficial channel shows minimal light-related MU
activity (top); deep channel MU activity shows strong effect of light activation (bottom). h.
Summary plot of all visually-responsive MUs (red dots) from all recordings with an
identifiable light-activated L6 band (n = 7 MUs; n = 5 recordings in 4 mice) plotted by depth
relative to the lower border of this band (green).
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Figure 2.3. Secondary-like regions of auditory cortex are more visually responsive than
primary-like regions. a. Example recording classified as primary-like, based on short
latency of responses to tones at best frequency (BF; left), all 16 channels shown. Primarylike sites show a high degree of tuning to frequency and attenuation (middle). Response to
visual stimulation at same site (right); responses on deepest two channels were significant
at q = 0.001 (asterisk; see Methods). b. Recording classified at secondary-like, based on
longer latency of responses to tones of BF, panels as in a. Significant MU visual response (q
= 0.001) recorded on channel third from bottom. c. Anatomical locations of visually
responsive reconstructed sites (n=13 mice), color-coded blue (n=22 sites) or cyan (n=24
sites) for primary or secondary classification, respectively (section drawings from Paxinos
and Franklin 2004). Depth and anterior-posterior distance determined from electrode
track histology (see Figure 2.1d). Distance behind the mouse skull landmark bregma and
putative positions of primary auditory cortex (Au1, black) and dorsal auditory cortex (AuD,
gray) are marked on each section. d. MU auditory response latencies by auditory
classification; latencies at primary-like regions are shorter both in onset (left; Wilcoxon
rank-sum Z = 11.75, p = 6.50e-32) and peak (right; Wilcoxon rank-sum Z = 10.34, p = 4.20e25). e. Average MU FRA showing tuning from all sites classified as primary (left) or
secondary (right), centered on BF. Before averaging, all FRAs were normalized to peak
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response. f. Auditory best frequency of all auditory-responsive MUs (top) and visuallyresponsive MUs (bottom). g. Total counts of all recorded auditory- and visual-responsive
MUs by layer (top). Fraction of visually responsive MUs (bottom), showing biases toward
deeper layers and sites with secondary-like responses.
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Figure 2.4. Responses to visual stimuli exhibit longer latencies in auditory cortex
compared to visual cortex. a. Mean normalized firing rate of visually responsive singleunits (q<0.001 following Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate correction) in primary
(dark red: n=45 MUs from 19 recordings in 12 mice) or secondary (light red: n=28 MUs from
11 recordings in 8 mice) auditory cortex (ACtx) following a flash stimulus. b. Mean
normalized firing rate of visually responsive multi-unit sites in primary (dark red: n=45 MUs
from 19 recordings from 12 mice) or secondary (light red: n=28 MUs from 11 recordings
from 8 mice) auditory cortex following a flash stimulus. c. Example probe track of recording
in in visual cortex (VCtx). Scale bar = 500 µm. d. Example MU response to flash stimulus in
VCtx. e. Comparison of response dynamics between ACtx and VCtx, including all
significantly visually-responsive MUs from both regions (n=73 ACtx sites from 30
recordings in 15 mice; n=78 VCtx sites from 5 recordings from 3 mice). f. Latencies to onset,
peak and offset recorded from VCtx and ACtx, showing VCtx peak and onset responses
occur earlier than those in ACtx, while offsets in VCtx occur later (see Results).
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Figure 2.5. Auditory cortex shows minimal preference for grating orientation when
compared to visual cortex. a. Example ACtx SU response to drifting gratings of varied
orientations (colors); SU waveform shown at right. b. All PSTH responses from a plotted
together, revealing little preference for grating orientation. c. Results in b, visualized as
baseline-normalized circular histogram; baseline firing rate shown in gray. d. ACtx unit
with highest orientation selectivity index (OSI). e. For comparison, VCtx unit with highest
OSI. f. Cumulative distribution plot of all OSIs, showing a higher degree of tuning in VCtx
SUs (n=17 units from 7 recordings in 3 mice) than those in ACtx (n=7 units from 5
recordings in 3 mice).
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Chapter 3. Modality-specific attentional state
modulates sensory processing in task-engaged
animals
3.1 Introduction
To make effective behavioral responses in a dynamic environment, the brain must
employ selective attention, highlighting some sensory features while filtering out others.
This process is modulated by behavioral context and must occur across the senses. For
example, imagine you are driving a car while listening to your favorite song on the radio
and you hear a siren. You immediately start a visual scan for the flashing lights of an
emergency vehicle, and you begin to ignore the song. On the other hand, if you are at home
and hear a siren through an open bedroom window while listening to the same song, you
can likely continue to enjoy the music. In these cases, behavioral demands necessitate
allocating attention to either the visual domain, ignoring the song while looking for the
emergency lights, or the auditory domain, continuing to listen. The perceptual experience
of the music in these two scenarios is qualitatively different. How does the sensory cortex
differentially encode stimuli when they are attended versus when they should be ignored?
The auditory cortex (ACtx) is a locus for the convergence of sound-driven sensory
signals and modulatory signals driven by task-engagement and attention. It receives its
main sensory drive from the medial geniculate body, the auditory thalamus, but also
receives a wealth of inputs from the frontal, parietal, cingulate, non-auditory sensory and
other networks (Budinger et al. 2008; Budinger and Scheich 2009) that send feedback
signals to rapidly alter sensory processing to meet behavioral demands (Winkowski et al.
2013; Rodgers and DeWeese 2014; Park et al. 2015). During a behavioral task, ACtx stimulusevoked and pre-stimulus spiking responses are modulated when compared to passive
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processing (Otazu et al. 2009; Buran, von Trapp, and Sanes 2014; Carcea, Insanally, and
Froemke 2017; Kuchibhotla et al. 2017; Bagur et al. 2018), as are population-level dynamics
such as signal and noise correlations (Downer, Niwa, and Sutter 2015; Downer et al. 2017).
One limitation of this approach is that the passive state, to which the task-engaged state is
typically compared, may comprise multiple states of arousal, ranging from somnolent to
active and vigilant. These arousal state transitions have widely been reported to affect
sensory cortical stimulus processing in multiple cortical regions (Niell and Stryker 2010; Fu
et al. 2014; McGinley, David, and McCormick 2015; Dadarlat and Stryker 2017; Bigelow et al.
2019). Furthermore, paradigms comparing passive to task engaged processing poorly
approximate the rapid and dynamic shifts in context-dependent behavioral responses
required by real-world behavior.
To address this, we have created a novel audiovisual rule-switching task for mice
that employs distinct modality-specific attentional modes while maintaining task
engagement. In one part of the task, mice attended to auditory stimuli while ignoring visual
stimuli. In the other, mice attended to visual stimuli while ignoring sound. The same set of
audiovisual stimuli was used for both parts of the task to facilitate direct comparisons of
stimulus responses across the rules and isolate the modulatory effects of modality-specific
attention. We recorded single-unit activity while mice performed the task and analyzed the
effects of task rule on firing rate responses, pre-stimulus activity levels, and information
encoding of both task-relevant decision stimuli and task-irrelevant auditory receptive field
mapping stimuli. Our findings suggest that switching between tasks induces a shift in
auditory cortical stimulus processing, affecting response levels for task-relevant target and
distractor stimuli as well as task-irrelevant stimuli. Pre-stimulus activity decreases when
the animals are guided by the auditory rule, which appears to account for decreases in
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absolute stimulus-evoked activity. We show that despite the reduced spike counts in the
auditory rule, spike train-stimulus decoding and raw mutual information is not degraded.
Instead, auditory attention appears to increase encoding efficiency, specifically in the deep
cells of the auditory cortex.

3.2 Materials and Methods
Animals. All experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee at the University of California, San Francisco. Twenty-seven (27) C57BL/6
background male mice were surgically implanted with a headpost and began behavioral
training in this study, of which 14 eventually achieved sufficient task expertise for
advancement to physiology recordings. Of these, 12 successfully performed the behavior
during physiology recording sessions. All mice began the experiment between ages P56 and
P84. Mice used in this report expressed optogenetic effectors in a subset of interneurons,
which we intended to use for optogenetic identification of cells (Lima et al. 2009; analysis
not included here). These mice were generated by crossing an interneuron subpopulationspecific Cre driver line (PV-Cre JAX Stock Nr. 012358; Sst-Cre: JAX Stock Nr. 013044) with
either the Ai32 strain (JAX Stock Nr. 012569), expressing Cre-dependent eYFP-tagged
channelrhodopsin-2, or the Ai40 strain (JAX Stock Nr. 021188), expressing Cre-dependent
eGFP-tagged archaerhodopsin-3. Of the 12 mice included in this report, 7 were Ai32/SstCre, 4 were Ai32/PV-Cre and Ai40/Sst-Cre. In some experiments, brief, low-level
optogenetic pulses during the inter-trial interval of the task were used to identify opsinexpressing neurons (<0.3 mW light; 5 light pulses of 10 ms duration, every ~1.5 min);
analysis of these results are outside of the scope of this report.
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All mice were housed in groups of 2-5 for the duration of the behavioral training
until the craniotomy. Post-craniotomy and during physiology recordings mice were housed
singly (up to 6 days) to protect the surgical site. Mice were kept in a 12 hr/12 hr reversed
dark/light cycle. All training occurred during the dark period, when mice showed
increased activity and behavioral task performance (Roedel et al. 2006).
Audiovisual rule-switching behavior task. Adult mice were trained on an audiovisual
go/no-go rule-switching behavior task. In this task, mice were positioned on a floating
spherical treadmill in front of a monitor and a speaker, and an optical computer mouse
recorded treadmill movement. Mice licked to receive a reward depending on auditory,
visual or audiovisual stimulus presentation (here, referred to collectively as “decision”
stimuli, a term we use to include both target and distractor), but the modality predictive of
the reward changed partway through the behavioral session. Each session would start with
a unimodal go/no-go block, in which a series of auditory (A1, A0; high or low tone clouds
[TC]) or visual (V1, V0; upward or rightward moving gratings) stimuli was presented. After
stimulus presentation, mice signaled choice by either licking a spout positioned in front of
the mouth or withholding licking. Licking at the go unimodal stimulus would trigger a
water reward, while licking at the no-go would trigger a short timeout. After a fixed
number of unimodal trials, the stimuli would become audiovisual, but the rule for which
stimulus predicted reward would carry over from the unimodal block. All four stimulus
combinations (A1V1, A1V0, A0V1, A0V0) would be presented in the audiovisual block, such
that two audiovisual combinations would be go stimuli and two would be no-go. Then,
after completing a fixed number of trials in the audiovisual block, the task using the rule of
the opposite modality would begin; a unimodal block with the other modality would start,
followed by a second audiovisual block using the rule from the preceding unimodal block.
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For any mouse, the stimuli predictive of the reward in each rule was kept constant across
days and training sessions (e.g., a high TC would always predict a reward in the auditory
rule, and a rightward grating would always predict a reward in the visual rule). In most
cases, blocks proceed without interruption, although in some cases, the task is paused and
resumed momentarily if the mouse fails to correctly transition between rules.
The task was self-paced using a virtual foraging approach, in which mouse
locomotion (measured as rotation of the trackball) would cause a track of randomly placed
dots on the screen to move down. After a randomly varied virtual distance, a decision
stimulus would be presented, at which point the mouse would lick or withhold licking to
signal choice. For receptive field mapping during physiology experiments, a random
double-sweep (RDS) stimulus was presented in between decision stimuli, during the intertrial “track” portion.
Behavior training and apparatus. Before beginning task training, mice were anesthetized
using isoflurane and surgically implanted with a stainless steel headplate for head fixation
during the task, and later, for physiology recordings. Three days post-implant, mice began
a water restriction protocol based on previously published guidelines (Guo et al. 2014).
Throughout the course of training, mice received a minimum water amount of 25
mL/kg/day, based on weight at time of surgical implant. After recovery from surgery, mice
were given ~7 days to adjust to water restriction. Then, mice were head fixed and
habituated to the floating treadmill for 15-30 min daily sessions with no stimulus
presentation for 2-3 days. After mice appeared comfortable on the treadmill, a phased
behavioral task training regimen was started, during which mice were trained once daily
for ~6 days per week. On day 1, mice were introduced to an auditory-only (A-only)
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“stimulus training” version of the task in which A1 (“go”/“rewarded”) or A0 (“nogo”/“unrewarded”) stimuli were presented, and a reward would be automatically
administered shortly after the onset of A1. Next, the mice were put on an operant version
of the A-only task, which required licking any time after the onset of A1 to receive a reward
and withholding of licking during A0 to avoid a timeout punishment. Mice achieved
proficiency, defined as two or more consecutive days of sensitivity index d’ > 1.5 (see ‘Data
analysis’ for calculation), on the A-only task after 9.5 ± 3.0 d after start of training (median ±
SD, n = 12 successful mice). Then, a similar training structure was repeated for the visual
task; V-only stimulus training with automatic rewards for V1, but not V0, followed an
operant version of the visual task in which licks after V1 were rewarded and licks after V0
were punished (median time to proficiency: 24.0 ± 4.5 d after start). When mice had learned
the tasks for each modality separately, they were introduced to an auditory-audiovisual (AAV) version, in which the rule from the auditory stimulus carried over to the audiovisual
block. This was intermixed with training days on a visual-audiovisual (V-AV) version of the
task. Number of training days on A-AV or V-AV were decided based on prior performance,
with extra training given where individual mice showed deficits. Mice were considered
proficient at this stage after performing with d’>1.5 on each rule (A-AV; V-AV) on two
consecutive days (median time to proficiency: 43.5 ± 7.0 d after start). Finally, the full ruleswitching task was introduced (Fig. 3.1.d), generally alternating between days of visual rulefirst (V-AV-A-AV) and the auditory rule-first (A-AV-V-AV) task sequences but allocating
more training days to task configurations where individual mice showed deficits. Because
physiology recordings were acute and strictly limited to 6 days after craniotomy, we set a
greater threshold for expert-level performance on the full task before considering a mouse
ready for physiology: three consecutive days of d’>2.5 (median time to expertise: 90.5 ± 25.8
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d). Care was taken to train each mouse at a roughly consistent time of day (no more than
~1-2 hrs day-to-day variation). During expert-level task performance, mice typically
completed 260-300 trials in a daily session (30 A-only; 100 to 120 A-AV; 30 V-only; 100 to
120 V-AV).
The behavior training setup was controlled by two computers: a behavior
monitoring and reward control PC (OptiPlex 7040 MT, Dell) and a dedicated stimulus
presentation machine running Mac OS X (Mac Mini, Apple). Both machines ran custom
software built with MATLAB, and inter-machine communication used the ZeroMQ
messaging protocol. Auditory and visual stimuli during the task and in passive sessions
were generated and presented using the Psychophysics Toolbox Version 3 (Kleiner,
Brainard, and Pelli 2007). Water rewards were administered using a programmable syringe
pump (NE-500, New Era Pump Systems, Farmingdale, NY), positioned outside of the
sound-attenuating recording chamber. Early in training, water reward volume was set at
0.01 mL per correct response, but over training the reward volume was gradually
decreased to 0.006 mL to achieve greater trial counts before the mouse reached satiety.
Licking events were recorded using a custom photobeam-based lickometer circuit based
on plans by Evan Remington (Xiaoqin Wang Lab, Johns Hopkins University). Licks were
registered when an IR photobeam positioned in front of the lick tube was broken.
Lickometer output was read by an Arduino Uno microcontroller (Arduino, LLC) that
interfaced with the computer controlling the behavior system. The lickometer was queried
for photobeam breaks at a sampling rate of 100 Hz.
In vivo awake recordings during behavior. Animals in this experiment underwent two
surgeries: first, as noted, before training a surgery to implant a custom steel headplate over
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the temporal skull using dental cement was conducted. The animal was anesthetized using
isoflurane and a headplate was positioned over auditory cortex, ~2.5 mm posterior to
bregma and under the squamosal ridge, to allow for physiology recordings after achieving
task expertise. When mice successfully completed the training regimen outlined above, a
craniotomy was performed. The animal was again anesthetized using isoflurane and an
elliptical opening (0.75 mm wide x 1.5 mm long) was made in the skull over ACtx using a
dental drill. This opening was promptly covered with silicone elastomer (Kwik-Cast, World
Precision Instruments), and the animal was allowed to recover from anesthesia overnight.
The following day, the animal was affixed by its headplate over the spherical treadmill
inside of a sound-attenuating recording chamber, the silicone plug over the craniotomy
was removed and the craniotomy was carefully flushed with saline. A silver-chloride
ground wire was placed into the craniotomy well at a safe distance from the exposed brain.
A 64-channel linear probe (20 µm site spacing; Cambridge Neurotech, Cambridge, UK) was
slowly inserted in the brain using a motorized microdrive (FHC, Bowdoin, ME) at an
approximate rate of ~1 μm / s (Fiáth et al. 2019). After reaching the desired depth, the brain
was allowed to settle for 10 min, after which the water spout, lickometer, visual stimulus
delivery monitor and speaker were positioned in front of the mouse, and the behavior
session commenced. Behavior sessions were sometimes stopped early and restarted due to
poor performance. In approximately half of behavior-physiology sessions (15 of 27
successful recordings), the task was stopped due to low performance after the rule
transition and restarted at the beginning (unimodal block) of the second rule. To control
for possible effects of task order, attempts were made to counterbalance recordings from
A-rule first (18) and V-rule first (9) behavior sessions.
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After completion of the behavior task, the water spout and lickometer were
removed, and a series of auditory and/or visual passive experiments were conducted in
order to characterize the response properties of the recording site. All stimuli were
presented with the auditory and visual stimulation apparati described above. Following
completion of these experiments, the probe was slowly removed, and the brain was
covered with a thin layer of freshly mixed 2.5 % agarose in saline, followed by a layer of
silicone elastomer. The animal was returned to its home cage, and the following day the
physiological recording process was repeated. Recordings were made for up to 6 days after
the craniotomy. The neural signal acquisition system consisted of an Intan RHD2000
recording board and an RHD2164 amplifier (Intan Technologies), sampling at 30 kHz.
Auditory and visual stimuli. In-task auditory decision stimuli were 1 s tone clouds (TCs),
consisting of 50 ms tone pips overlapping by 25 ms, with frequencies in a 1 octave band
around either 17 kHz or 8 kHz. TCs were frozen for the duration of the task, so that each
mouse always heard the same 17 kHz TC and the same 8 kHz TC, allowing for direct
comparisons of sound-evoked neural responses across rules without concern that stimulus
peculiarities may be driving observed differences. Visual decision stimuli consisted of a
circular moving grating stimulus (33° diameter subtended visual space), which appeared at
the center of the screen for 1 s (coincident with TC stimulus, during bimodal presentation).
The gratings moved with a 4 Hz temporal frequency, 0.09 cycles/degree spatial frequency
at 50% contrast. Grating movement was either upward or rightward. In between decision
stimulus presentations during the behavior task, a random double-sweep (RDS) stimulus
was presented for receptive field mapping (Gourévitch et al. 2015). The RDS consisted of
two uncorrelated random sweeps that vary continuously and smoothly between 4 and 64
kHz, with a maximum sweep modulation frequency of 20 Hz.
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After the behavior task, a number of passive auditory and/or visual stimulus
experiments were conducted to characterize response properties of the site. Responses to
click trains and pure tones were used to determine the span of sound responsive sites on
the probe for depth measurement. Click trains consisted of broadband 5 ms white noise
pulses, presented at 20 Hz for 500 ms duration. Pure tone stimuli consisted of 100 ms
tones of varied frequencies (4 – 64 kHz, 0.2 octave spacing) and sound attenuation levels
(30 – 60 dB in 5 dB linear steps), with an interstimulus interval of 500 ms.
Auditory stimuli were presented from a free-field electrostatic speaker (ES1,
Tucker-Davis Technologies) driven by an external soundcard (Quad-Capture or OctaCapture, Roland) sampling at 192 kHz. Sound levels were calibrated using a Brüel & Kjær
model 2209 meter and a model 4939 microphone. Visual stimuli were presented on a 19inch LCD monitor with a 60Hz refresh rate (VW199), positioned 25 cm in front of the
mouse and centered horizontally and vertically on the eyes of the mouse. Monitor
luminance was calibrated to 25 cd/m2 for a gray screen, measured at approximate eye
level for the mouse.
Data analysis. Behavioral performance. Task performance was evaluated by calculation of
the d’ sensitivity index:

where H is hit rate and F is false alarm rate, and Z is the inverse normal transform. Because
this transform is undefined for values of 0 or 1 and hit rates of 1 commonly occurred in this
study, we employed the log-linear transformation, a standard method for correction of
extreme proportions, for all calculations of d’ (Hautus 1995). In this correction, a value of
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0.5 is added to all elements of the 2 x 2 contingency table that defines performance such
that

where FA is the false alarm count and CR is the correct reject count. To ensure that mice
properly transitioned between task rules, d’ values were calculated separately for
responses in the A-rule and the V-rule. Behavioral sessions during physiological recording
with d’ < 1.5 in either rule were excluded from analyses (n = 28 successful sessions, n = 12
mice; 1 session excluded due to recording artifact, see below).
Spike sorting and unit stability evaluation. To assign spikes to unit clusters, we used the
free, open-source automatic spike sorting software KiloSort2 (KS2; Pachitariu et al. 2016),
which is explicitly designed for detection of unit drift. KiloSort2 has been benchmarked
against competing automatic spike sorting algorithms and performs well on ground-truth
intracellular/extracellular tests (Magland et al. 2020). KS2 waveform clusters were
evaluated in a multi-step process. First, after cluster generation, KS2 recommends
candidate “good” clusters using a score based on the event rate in the central 2 ms bin of
the histogram relative to the baseline of the auto-correlogram. These clusters were then
evaluated using a custom MATLAB interface. Waveforms that appeared non-neuronal in
shape, likely attributable to electrical or light artifact, were labeled as noise and excluded
from analysis. Additionally, clusters with 2 ms refractory period violations of >0.5% were
labeled as multi-unit and not analyzed further (Laboy-Juárez, Ahn, and Feldman 2019;
Sukiban et al. 2019). Activity for each included unit plotted for the duration of the recording
as a spike raster and binned spike counts (2 min bins) and manually examined for periods
where the unit showed a substantial decrease in activity (periods flagged for instability
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exhibited 88 ± 10 % decrease in firing rate, mean ± SD). Time periods where the unit no
longer exhibited meaningful activity were marked and removed from analysis (117/873 SUs
with flagged durations >10% of recording time). Of the 28 physiology recording sessions
with successful behavior, one was excluded due to a high degree of electrical noise
contamination.
Classification of clusters by depth and waveform shape. Probes with electrode spans of 1275
µm were used, allowing for channels to record below and above ACtx. During recording,
the probe was intentionally lowered such that at least several channels showed a
prominent drop in field potential amplitude and spiking activity, indicating penetration into
the white matter (Land et al. 2013). After behavior sessions, a set of auditory and visual
stimulation protocols was used to map response properties of each electrode site, and
multi-unit activity (MUA) responses were analyzed. Here, we define MUA as threshold
crossings of 4.5 SD above a moving window threshold applied to each channel. Analysis of
MUA was restricted to site characterization and is not included in the main results. Multiunit responses to 100 ms pure tones (see Auditory and visual stimuli) were used to generate
a PSTH for all tones and frequency response area (FRA) heatmap for all recorded channels,
organized by depth (Fig. 3.2.b). We analyzed each tone or click PSTH for reliable responses,
which we defined has trial-to-trial similarity of p<0.01 (Escabí et al. 2014). Based on the
deepest and most superficial channel with a reliable MUA sound response of any
magnitude, we designated a span of responsive channels that were putatively located in
cortex, as well as a span of unresponsive channels above and below the cortical depth. In
line with histologically measured mouse ACtx depths (Christianson, Sahani, and Linden
2011; Morrill and Hasenstaub 2018), cortical responsive channels spanned a length of 940 ±
121 µm along the probe (median ± SD; range: 740 - 1140 µm; n = 12 mice, 27 penetrations).
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This span was then used to divide channels within the cortex into depth groups, based on
measurements of the fraction of cortex attributed to supragranular (layers 1-3), granular
(layer 4) and infragranular (layers 5-6) in the mouse ACtx, as shown in the Allen Institute
Mouse Brain Atlas (https://mouse.brain-map.org/). Because our method lacks additional
physiological or histological confirmation of these laminar divisions, we refer to these
depth groupings as “superficial”, “middle”, and “deep.” Single units were given the fractional
depth and the corresponding depth grouping of the channel on which the largest
magnitude waveform was recorded, which is most likely to be the channel closest to the
soma (Humphrey and Schmidt 1990).
Clusters were also classified into broad-spiking (BS; putatively excitatory) and
narrow-spiking (NS; putatively fast-spiking inhibitory) units, as is common in extracellular
recording studies (Nandy, Nassi, and Reynolds 2017; Bigelow et al. 2019; Cardin, Palmer, and
Contreras 2007; Phillips, Schreiner, and Hasenstaub 2017). Classification into BS/NS was
made on the basis of the bimodal distribution of waveform peak-trough durations (Fig.
3.2.c, NS/BS transition boundary = 0.6 ms). From sessions with successful behavior, we
recorded 873 SUs from cortical depths, comprising 17.2% (150) NS units and 82.8% (723) BS
units.
Firing rate analysis and trial filters. To compare firing rate (FR) responses to identical
stimuli across task rules and to the receptive field mapping stimulus, we measured FR in
the first 300 ms post-stimulus onset. Only units with nonzero FRs in both rules were
included. To ensure that our measurements were capturing periods of engagement in the
task, all trials with incorrect responses (both misses and false alarms) were excluded from
this and all analyses. We also excluded trials with recorded licks earlier than the 300 ms
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post-stimulus onset, or in the 500 ms pre-stimulus onset. Given these filters, analyses
were restricted to units present in the recording during at least 10 trials (correct and
without “early licks”) for each stimulus type (see Results for number of units included for
each analysis). For analysis of pre-stimulus FRs (-300 to 0 ms), we included correct trials
and those without early licks for all bimodal trials in each rule. Significance of individual SU
FR difference across rules was assigned based on an unpaired t-test between responses in
A-rule and V-rule trials (p<0.01).
PSTH-based Euclidean distance decoding. A peristimulus time histogram(PSTH)-based
decoder was used to compare how much information A-rule and V-rule spike trains
provided about stimulus identity (Fig. 3.6.a; see Foffani and Moxon 2004 for complete
details). In this method, two or more neuronal responses are compared by generating
template PSTHs with the removal of one test trial. This test trial response is also binned
into a single-trial PSTH, and then classified as belonging to the nearest template in ndimensional Euclidean space, where n is the number of PSTH bins. More formally, the
nearest template is that which minimizes the Euclidean norm between test and template
vectors (PSTHs), which is the square root of the sum of squared differences between each
element of the vector. This process is then repeated for all trials comprising the template
PSTHs. Decoding accuracy is the percentage of trial responses that are correctly assigned
to the stimuli that elicited them. Mutual information (MI) is calculated from a confusion
matrix of classifications as follows:

where X is the decoder prediction, Y is the actual, P(XiYj) represents the value of the (i, j)
element of the confusion matrix, and P(Xi) and P(Yj) represents the sums on the marginals.
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This yields a value of mutual information in bits. This PSTH-based decoding method and its
MI calculation both depend on spike count. To measure encoding efficiency (bits per
spike), we normalized mutual information by the joint mean spikes per trial of the
responses submitted to the decoder (Zador 1998; Buracas et al. 1998; Bigelow et al. 2019).
For consistency with FR analyses, a time window of 0 to 300 ms, where stimulus
onset is 0, was chosen for decoding analysis. A PSTH binwidth of 30 ms was chosen based
on optimal binwidth calculations for mouse ACtx using the same decoding method (Hoglen
et al. 2018). To filter out units with low responsiveness to any of the stimuli in a given
decoding analysis, we required a minimum FR of 5 Hz during the 0-300 ms window in at
least one of the stimulus conditions. As such, unit sets may differ between each decoding
analysis due to units that were responsive to one set of stimuli but unresponsive to others.
Included unit counts for all analyses are noted in text.
Spectrotemporal receptive field (STRF) analysis. To test whether task rule modulates
auditory receptive fields, we presented a random-double sweep stimulus (RDS, described
in Auditory and visual stimuli) in between trials. The RDS consists of two uncorrelated
random sweeps that vary continuously between 4 and 64 kHz (Gourévitch et al. 2015) and
was presented for durations between ~1 and 15 s, depending on rate of task progression
(determined by running speed). Different randomly generated RDS segments were
presented in each inter-trial interval. Because total RDS duration varied between the Arule and the V-rule in a single session, we equated presentation time across rules by
truncating the segments of the rule with greater RDS time (RDS presentation duration: 7.58
± 2.50 min, mean ± SD; n = 27 sessions). This was done to ensure that longer stimulus
presentation time did not bias receptive field property measurements. The first 200 ms of
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RDS response was dropped from all STRF analyses to minimize bias reflecting strong onset
transients. SU activity during these short RDS segments was used to generate
spectrotemporal fields (STRFs) for each segment using standard reverse-correlation
techniques (Aertsen and Johannesma 1981). In brief, the spike-triggered average (STA) was
calculated by adding all stimulus segments that preceded spikes using a window of 200 ms
before and 50 ms after each spike. The choice of 200 ms prior to each spike reflects the
upper limit of temporal integration times (or “memory”) of auditory cortical neurons
(Atencio and Schreiner 2013), and the 50 ms post-spike time was included to estimate
acausal values, i.e., those that would be expected by chance given the stimulus and spike
train statistics (Gourévitch et al. 2015). For a more straightforward interpretation of
stimulus-driven changes in activity, STRFs were transformed into units of firing rate (Hz)
using standard methods discussed elsewhere (Rutkowski et al. 2002). To compare across
rule conditions, STRFs were calculated separately from RDS segments presented during
the A-rule and those presented during the V-rule. To ensure robust analysis of STRF
properties, we filtered STRFs using a trial-to-trial correlation metric (Escabí et al. 2014).
First, STRF segments were randomly divided into two halves, re-averaged separately, and a
correlation value was calculated for the two STRFs. This process was then repeated 1000
times, and the mean of correlations defined the reliability value for each STRF. Because
such reliability metrics are influenced by spike statistics such as count and interspike
interval, we compared the mean observed STRF reliability to a null distribution of
reliabilities. This distribution was generated by repeating the procedure on null STRFs
made from circularly-shuffled spike trains, thereby preserving spike count and interspike
interval but breaking the timing relationship between spikes and stimulus. A p-value was
calculated as the fraction of the null STRF reliabilities greater than the mean observed
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STRF reliability, and significance was set at p<0.01. STRFs with significant reliability in
either rule were included in subsequent analyses.
The STRF provides a linear approximation of the temporal and spectral preferences
of a neuron, but it does not fully describe the relationship between stimulus and stimulusevoked activity. For instance, it does not provide an estimate of stimulus selectivity,
whether a unit fires exclusively in response to an ideal stimulus (a perfect match between
stimulus and receptive field), or whether it instead fires in graded approximations to the
ideal stimulus. The nonlinear input/output function (“nonlinearity”) provides an estimate
of this relationship (Escabı́ and Schreiner 2002; Atencio, Sharpee, and Schreiner 2008;
Atencio and Schreiner 2012). The nonlinearity is a scaled ratio of two distributions: one
reflecting the similarity of the windowed stimulus segments (RDS) preceding a spike and
the STRF, and the other reflecting the similarity of all possible windowed stimulus
segments and the STRF, regardless of whether a spike occurred (Fig. 3.9.a). Stimulus-STRF
similarity is operationally defined as the inner product between the STRF and the stimulus
of equivalent dimensions, with relatively high values reflecting closer matches between the
STRF and stimulus. To calculate the nonlinearity, projections between RDS stimulus
segments that elicited a spike (s) and the STRF were made by calculating the inner product
, which defines the distribution P(z|spike). Then the distribution P(z) was
made from similarity calculations of all possible windowed RDS segments and the STRF.
The mean 𝜇 and the standard deviation (SD) 𝜎 of P(z) were calculated, and the distributions
were transformed into units of SD:

, yielding distributions of P(x|spike) and

P(x) expressed in units of SD. The nonlinearity was then calculated as:
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where P(spike) is the mean FR. The nonlinearity thus provides an estimate of the firing rate
from the range of similarity values (x) between the STRF and the stimulus. If the
nonlinearity is high when x is near 0, the neuron fires indiscriminately during the RDS
stimulus. Instead, if nonlinearity values are only high as x increases, the neuron
preferentially fires when the stimulus and STRF are similar.
Using the distributions described above, a spike count-normalized measure of
mutual information between the calculated STRF and the spike train can be calculated as:

To compare nonlinearities from the same neuron calculated during different task rules, we
calculated two statistics to characterize the nonlinearity shape: the asymmetry index and
skewness (Atencio and Schreiner 2012; Atencio, Sharpee, and Schreiner 2008; Atencio and
Schreiner 2008). The asymmetry index (ASI) is defined as:

where R is the sum value of nonlinearity values greater than 0, and L is the sum value of the
nonlinearity less than 0. The ASI ranges from -1 to 1, with 1 indicating a unit that spikes
exclusively during positive correlations with the filter (STRF), and -1 indicating exclusive
spiking during anti-correlation.
The skewness of the nonlinearity describes the amount of information in the tail.
Formally, it is defined as the third central moment of the nonlinearity divided by its cubed
SD (Atencio and Schreiner 2008):
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where Yi are values of the nonlinearity, 𝜇 is the nonlinearity mean, N is the number of
points in the nonlinearity and 𝜎 is the SD of the nonlinearity. Skewness values near 1
indicate a gradual transition of activity as the correlation of the stimulus and the filter
increase, whereas higher values indicate a sharper transition (Fig. 3.9.c for examples). We
used these values to compare how well STRFs from A-rule and V-rule inter-trial intervals
predict activity levels, and thus whether activity is well described by this standard filter
model or whether activity is likely influenced by other sources unrelated to the stimulus.
Statistics. All statistical calculations were performed in MATLAB r2019a and its Statistics
and Machine Learning Toolbox, v11.5. For comparisons of SU responses across task rules at
the group level, a paired Wilcoxon signed-rank (WSR) test was used. To determine if
individual SUs were significantly modulated by rule, an unpaired Student’s t-test on FR was
used with a threshold of p<0.01. Descriptive statistics reported in text are mean ± standard
deviation (SD), unless otherwise noted. Fractional change values between task rules are
reported as median of the A-rule/V-rule. All other statistical tests are described in Results.
Sample sizes (n) are indicated for each comparison in Results.

3.3 Results
A novel audiovisual rule-switching task for mice and extracellular recordings from the
auditory cortex. We created an audiovisual rule-switching behavioral task, in which mice
made decisions using auditory stimuli while ignoring simultaneously presented visual
stimuli or made decisions based on visual stimuli while ignoring auditory stimuli. Mice
were head-fixed and running on a trackball suspended on air (Fig. 3.1). This was a selfpaced virtual foraging task in which the movement of the visual stimuli on a monitor in
front of the mouse and the presentation of auditory stimuli was determined by locomotion
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speed. At each stimulus presentation, a go or no-go stimulus was presented, and the
mouse was required to lick a spout to get a water reward (for ‘go’ stimuli) or withhold
licking (for ‘no-go’ stimuli). Decision stimuli were 1 s long tone clouds [TCs] centered at 8
kHz or 17 kHz paired with 1 s long drifting gratings, which were vertically- or horizontallyoriented (Fig. 3.1.b; see Methods for stimulus details). In between trials, a random double
sweep stimulus was presented for mapping of receptive fields during the two attentional
states (Fig 3.1.c).
In the task, a short block of unimodal (auditory or visual) stimuli was first presented,
which served to cue the rule for the subsequent audiovisual block. Next, a block of the
other unimodal stimulus was presented, which cued the rule for a final block of audiovisual
stimuli (Fig. 3.1.d). For example, if the first cue block were unimodal auditory, the mouse
would lick when presented with the go A1 stimulus, and withhold licking for the no-go A0
stimulus. The auditory rule would then carry over to the following audiovisual block, so
that the mouse should lick for A1V1 and A1V0, but not A0V1 or A0V0 stimuli (decisionrelevant stimulus feature underlined). Next, a visual-only cueing block would be presented,
with V1 as the go stimulus and V0 as no-go. In the subsequent visual-rule audiovisual block,
the go stimuli would be A1V1 and A0V1, while the no go stimuli would be A1V0 and A0V0.
The set of audiovisual stimuli in each of the rules was physically identical, although
their behavioral significance sometimes differed. For example, A1V0 in the auditory rule, a
go stimulus, was the same tone-cloud and grating combination as A1V0 in the visual rule, in
which it was a no-go stimulus. (Note the naming convention that a “1” or “0” indicates a go
or no-go stimulus, respectively, only in the rule indicated by the preceding character, “A”
or “V”.) For each animal, the rewarded and unrewarded stimuli were held constant for the
duration of the experiment. Between animals, we attempted to counterbalance stimuli; for
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the auditory rule, 15 animals were 8 kHz-go, while 13 animals were 17 kHz-go. For the visual
rule, 17 animals were vertical-go while 11 were horizontal-go.
After achieving expertise in the task, a craniotomy was performed over the right
auditory cortex and acute recordings were made daily for up to six days. During these 1-3
hr recordings, mice performed the audiovisual rule-switching behavior task. Subsequently
a set of passive auditory and/or visual stimuli was presented for characterization of the
recording site (Fig. 3.2.b). Using multisite silicon probes to span the full cortical depth (Fig.
3.2.a), we recorded single units from the auditory cortices of 12 mice during 27 successful
behavioral sessions (Fig 3.1.f). Units were assigned depth based on the position of the
electrode channel that recorded the largest amplitude waveform from the unit, presumed
to be closest to the soma, relative to the span of channels responsive to pure-tone auditory
search stimuli (Fig. 3.2.b). Based on this depth measurement, units were assigned to either
superficial, middle, or deep groups. Our method approximates the division of cortex into
supragranular, granular and infragranular laminae, although without physiological or
histological markers for their boundaries we cannot make conclusive laminar assignments.
We further divided SU waveforms into narrow-spiking (NS) or broad-spiking (BS)
populations based on peak-to-trough time. The NS/BS distinction provides a coarse
classification into putative fast-spiking interneurons and regular-spiking neurons, the
latter of which are dominated by excitatory pyramidal cells (Cardin, Palmer, and Contreras
2007; Nandy, Nassi, and Reynolds 2017; Bigelow et al. 2019; Phillips, Schreiner, and
Hasenstaub 2017). Our dataset consisted of 17% (150) NS and 83% (723) BS units. We used
these divisions to determine whether subpopulations of putatively inhibitory and putatively
excitatory cells are selectively modulated by the modality-specific attention switching
required in the task.
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Auditory-specific attention generally suppresses response firing rates relative to visual
attention. We recorded SUs during the audiovisual task-switching behavior, focusing on
comparing responses to stimuli in the bimodal blocks across the rules. A wide variety of
responses to stimuli and modulatory effects of task rule were observed (Fig. 3.3), with many
cells showing clear firing rate changes in response to stimulus onset. We first asked how
modality-specific attentional state modulates firing rates during responses to task decision
stimuli. To do this, we compared SU FR responses to AV stimuli in the A-rule with
responses to the same AV stimuli in the V-rule. To capture a predominantly sensory-driven
component of the response, we restricted our analysis to the first 300 ms post-stimulus
onset (Fig. 3.4.a.i and Fig. 3.4.a.ii). This window was chosen in part to avoid the onset of the
licking behavioral response, which typically occurred at ~600 ms post-stimulus onset
(median: 583 ms; 5th-95th percentiles: 275-1064 ms; 5.8% of licks <300 ms, n = 3,342 lick
trials across dataset). Trials with licking activity earlier than 300 ms were removed from
analysis. We first compared A-rule and V-rule responses to the stimuli that were rewarded
in the A-rule (A1V1 and A1V0 responses combined, indicated by A1*). We found that, on
average, SU responses in the middle and deep layers were suppressed in the A-rule relative
to the V-rule, but no significant change was found in the superficial units (Fig. 3.4.b.i). For
all layers, the NS and BS populations were similarly modulated. For middle and deep
groups, population firing rate was suppressed by 11-14% in the A-rule relative to the V-rule
(Super. BS: p = 0.68, Z = -0.41, V-rule FR: 4.52 ± 7.34, A-rule: 4.43 ± 6.94, n= 101; Super. NS: p
= 0.13, Z = 1.51, V-rule: 17.37 ± 17.33, A-rule: 15.77 ± 14.61, n= 40; Mid. BS: p = 0.011, Z = 2.54,
median fold change: 0.85, V-rule: 5.68 ± 8.45, A-rule: 5.89 ± 13.15, n = 153; Mid. NS: p = 0.04,
Z = 2.06, median fold change: 0.86, V-rule: 17.13 ± 14.68, A-rule: 13.85 ± 11.01, n = 32; Deep
BS: p = 6.4e-06, Z = 4.51, median fold change: 0.89, V-rule: 6.22 ± 8.92, A-rule: 5.32 ± 7.92, n
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= 370; Deep NS: p = 0.0011, Z = 3.25, median fold change: 0.86, V-rule: 25.39 ± 20.27, A-rule:
21.79 ± 19.27, n = 74; paired Wilcoxon signed rank [WSR]; fold change: A-rule/V-rule; mean
Hz ± SDs). While suppression was the dominant trend on the population level, many cells
had enhanced rates during the A-rule as well. When we examined significantly modulated
units (p<0.01 FR difference between rules, unpaired t-test), we found a roughly equal
proportion of A-rule suppressed and A-rule enhanced BS units in the superficial and
middle layers. In the deep layer, the fraction of suppressed cells was roughly twice that of
enhanced (see figure for counts: Fig. 3.4.b.i). For NS cells, there were more significantly
suppressed units than enhanced in all layers.
We found that this pattern of FR modulation was not unique to the stimulus A1*,
which is rewarded in the auditory rule. A0* (A0V1 and A0V0 combined) stimuli, those
unrewarded in the auditory rule, showed a strikingly similar pattern of modulation
between the A-rule and V-rule; at a population level, the superficial cells did not show any
change, while the middle and deep NS and BS activity was suppressed in the A-rule by 1820% (Super. BS: p = 0.79, Z = 0.26, V-rule: 4.35 ± 5.60, A-rule: 4.49 ± 6.22, n= 96; Super. NS:
p = 0.087, Z = 1.71, V-rule: 17.74 ± 13.62, A-rule: 15.73 ± 12.10, n= 40; Mid. BS: p = 0.04, Z =
2.05, median fold change: 0.81, V-rule: 5.74 ± 7.74, A-rule: 5.64 ± 10.77, n = 148; Mid. NS: p =
0.047, Z = 1.98, median fold change: 0.80, V-rule: 20.96 ± 20.18, A-rule: 17.37 ± 16.05, n = 32;
Deep BS: p = 5.3e-08, Z = 5.44, median fold change: 0.82, V-rule: 6.12 ± 10.22, A-rule: 4.98 ±
8.15, n = 354; Deep NS: p = 0.0058, Z = 2.76, median fold change: 0.80, V-rule: 21.29 ± 15.29,
A-rule: 18.81 ± 16.66, n = 74; paired WSR; fold change: A-rule/V-rule; mean Hz ± SD).
Relative fractions of significantly enhanced and suppressed units for A0* stimuli were
similar to those described above for A1* stimuli (Fig. 3.4.b.ii).
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To determine if attentionally-induced suppression and enhancement acts similarly
across stimuli with different behavioral valences and acoustic properties (8 kHz or 17 kHz
TC frequency centers), we asked whether the units show the same sign of modulation for
A1* as they do for A0*. For significantly task-rule modulated BS units, 79% show the same
sign of modulation (52% suppressed for both A1* and A0*, 27% enhanced for both; Fig.
3.4.c). For significantly modulated NS units, the 96% showed consistent modulation (67%
suppressed for both, 29% enhanced for both). These results suggest that FR modulation by
attentional state influences rewarded and unrewarded auditory stimuli in similar ways.
Does the modulation by modality-specific attention we observed act only on the
task-relevant decision stimuli, or do attentional effects act on other sound stimuli as well?
The latter would suggest that the switch between task rules alters the mode in which the
ACtx is processing sensory stimuli in a general manner, rather than acting only on stimuli
useful for the task. In between trials containing decision stimuli, mice were presented with
a random-double sweep (RDS) stimulus for receptive field mapping (see Methods for
details). This allowed us to compare the effects of modality-specific attention between
task-relevant and task-irrelevant stimuli (Fig. 3.4.d). We analyzed the firing rate response
to the inter-trial interval RDS stimulus during the 0-300 ms post-stimulus onset and found
that rule modulation for the RDS stimulus resembled that for decision stimuli. Middle and
deep layer BS and NS populations exhibited a population-level FR suppression during the
A-rule. The superficial layer units were not significantly modulated, although both NS and
BS cells exhibited a trend toward suppression in the A-rule (Super. BS: p = 0.18, Z = 1.33, Vrule: 3.00 ± 4.00, A-rule: 3.15 ± 4.82, n= 92; Super. NS: p = 0.17, Z = 1.37, V-rule: 12.83 ± 8.67,
A-rule: 11.60 ± 9.29, n= 36; Mid. BS: p = 0.0011, Z = 3.27, median fold change: 0.89, V-rule:
4.81 ± 5.89, A-rule: 4.25 ± 6.08, n = 138; Mid. NS: p = 0.0099, Z = 2.58, median fold change:
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0.70, V-rule: 14.26 ± 14.77, A-rule: 10.98 ± 10.76, n = 32; Deep BS: p = 1.1e-11, Z = 6.79, median
fold change: 0.81, V-rule: 4.12 ± 5.35, A-rule: 3.26 ± 4.25, n = 350; Deep NS: p = 0.0026, Z =
3.01, median fold change: 0.77, V-rule: 16.48 ± 12.08, A-rule: 13.52 ± 10.77, n = 71; paired WSR;
fold change: A-rule/V-rule; mean Hz ± SD). In all subpopulations we found both units that
were significantly suppressed in the A-rule and units that were enhanced (p<0.01 FR
difference between rules, unpaired t-test; Fig. 3.4.e, right). Suppressed units represented a
greater share of the subpopulation than enhanced for all groups, but this difference was
particularly large for the deep layers (BS: 8% sig. enhanced, 28% sig. suppressed; NS: 15%
sig. enhanced, 52% sig. suppressed). These results suggest that task rule modulates
stimulus-evoked activity levels, and that the dominant trend is suppression of activity in
the BS and NS populations of the middle and deep layers in the A-rule when compared to
the V-rule. However, we also observed units at all depth and BS/NS subgroups that
showed a significant increase in activity in the A-rule when compared to the V-rule. The
sign of modulation was largely consistent across the 8 kHz and 17 kHz TC stimuli,
suggesting that neither these frequency differences nor their associated behavioral
valences explain the bulk of the FR effects. Task rule FR modulation is also not specific to
the task-relevant stimuli, affecting both tone-cloud/grating stimuli used for decision
making and the RDS stimuli.
Modulation in pre-stimulus firing rates partially accounts for changes in stimulusevoked firing rates across rules. Ongoing activity in the sensory cortex is known to affect
subsequent sensory-evoked responses (Arieli et al. 1996; Haider and McCormick 2009). The
reduction in stimulus-evoked activity during auditory attention could be explained by a
decrease in stimulus-related drive or by a general decrease in auditory cortical activity. To
address these possibilities, we determined if pre-stimulus baseline activity levels were also
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modulated by rule. In this analysis, we used a window 300 ms prior to the onset of a
decision stimulus during which no auditory stimulus was presented (Fig. 3.5.a). An
important caveat is that this pre-stimulus period immediately follows the offset of the RDS
inter-trial interval stimulus and precedes the onset of the decision stimulus, such that the
animal is cued for expectation of a trial. As such, there may be anticipatory activity that
influences the estimation of the baseline, and this analysis window does not represent a
purely spontaneous rate.
We found that pre-stimulus firing rate decreased across the rules with similar
patterns to those found for stimulus-evoked activity; middle and deep subpopulations
(both BS and NS cells) were both suppressed in the A-rule relative to V-rule. Again, we
observed no significant group-level modulation of superficial unit FRs (Fig. 3.5.b; Super. BS:
p = 0.43, Z = -0.79, V-rule: 2.90 ± 4.40, A-rule: 3.21 ± 4.88, n= 104; Super. NS: p = 0.94, Z =
0.08, V-rule: 12.33 ± 10.40, A-rule: 12.12 ± 9.87, n= 40; Mid. BS: p = 0.0077, Z = 2.66, median
fold change: 0.90, V-rule: 4.57 ± 5.63, A-rule: 4.23 ± 6.90, n = 153; Mid. NS: p = 0.04, Z = 2.06,
median fold change: 0.80, V-rule: 15.29 ± 14.68, A-rule: 12.84 ± 12.17, n = 32; Deep BS: p =
1.2e-08, Z = 5.70, median fold change: 0.84, V-rule: 4.30 ± 5.65, A-rule: 3.47 ± 4.61, n = 382;
Deep NS: p = 0.013, Z = 2.48, median fold change: 0.85, V-rule: 15.81 ± 12.07, A-rule: 14.00 ±
11.06, n = 74; paired WSR; fold change: A-rule/V-rule; mean Hz ± SD).
To test whether this observed pre-stimulus reduction in FR accounts for stimulusevoked changes, we recalculated response FRs as fold change over the 300 ms prestimulus FRs (Fig. 3.5.a). Adjusting for the pre-stimulus reduction in activity accounted for
most of the stimulus-evoked FR changes, and most subpopulations no longer showed
significant modulation by task rule. Interestingly, adjusting for spontaneous rate did show a
small reduction in the superficial putatively-inhibitory NS population, with median FR
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reductions of 16% for A1* (Super. BS: p = 0.24, Z = 1.18, V-rule: 4.18 ± 8.56, A-rule: 3.44 ±
8.09, n= 96; Super. NS: p = 0.012, Z = 2.50, median fold change: 0.84, V-rule: 2.65 ± 4.67, Arule: 2.01 ± 2.59, n = 40; Mid. BS: p = 0.85, Z = 0.19, V-rule: 2.36 ± 5.96, A-rule: 2.09 ± 3.49, n=
151; Mid. NS: p = 0.68, Z = 0.41, V-rule: 3.27 ± 6.93, A-rule: 2.52 ± 4.05, n= 32; Deep BS: p =
0.11, Z = -1.61, V-rule: 8.24 ± 50.57, A-rule: 7.82 ± 42.63, n= 347; Deep NS: p = 0.83, Z = 0.22,
V-rule: 2.14 ± 2.20, A-rule: 2.39 ± 3.97, n= 74; Wilcoxon signed rank, paired; fold change: Arule/V-rule; mean FR fold change ± SD) and 12% for A0* (Super. BS: p = 0.69, Z = 0.40, Vrule: 2.33 ± 2.76, A-rule: 2.20 ± 2.10, n= 90; Super. NS: p = 0.0027, Z = 3.00, median fold
change: 0.88, V-rule: 3.60 ± 10.45, A-rule: 2.17 ± 2.95, n = 40; Mid. BS: p = 0.093, Z = -1.68, Vrule: 1.47 ± 2.06, A-rule: 1.97 ± 3.69, n= 144; Mid. NS: p = 1, Z = 0.00, V-rule: 2.54 ± 4.38, Arule: 2.23 ± 3.06, n= 32; Deep BS: p = 0.11, Z = 1.59, V-rule: 4.19 ± 20.30, A-rule: 4.72 ± 23.02,
n= 340; Deep NS: p = 0.6, Z = 0.53, V-rule: 2.14 ± 4.03, A-rule: 1.92 ± 2.39, n= 74; paired WSR;
fold change: A-rule/V-rule; mean ± SDs) . Taken together, these results suggest that at the
group level, a general A-rule reduction in ACtx activity, both pre- and post-stimulus, may
account for changes in stimulus evoked rates.
Task rule can be decoded from all layers using a PSTH pattern classifier. We next tested
whether stimulus responses in one task rule can be reliably discriminated from those in the
other rule using a Euclidean distance-based PSTH pattern classifier (Foffani and Moxon
2004; Malone, Scott, and Semple 2007; Hoglen et al. 2018). For each unit, this method
generates single-trial test PSTHs and then compares these to two or more template PSTHs
(Fig. 3.6.a). Template PSTHs are generated without the test trial, and then the test trial is
assigned to the template that is closest in n-dimensional Euclidean distance space, where n
is the number of bins in the PSTH. This is repeated for all trials recorded, generating new
templates for each classifier run. After all trials have been classified, a confusion matrix is
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generated. From this, accuracy of classification (expressed as a percentage) can be
calculated, as well as mutual information (bits), and a spike-rate normalized mutual
information which we refer to as encoding efficiency (bits/spk; see Methods and Fig. 3.6.a).
As for FR analyses, the 0-300ms post-stimulus onset window was used in this method to
restrict decoding to a predominantly sensory-driven component of the response. The
binwidth for generating PSTHs was 30 ms. Only trials with correct responses (hits and
correct rejects) and units with a minimum stimulus response FR of 5 Hz to at least one of
the stimuli in the decoder comparison were included.
We first used this method to determine if rule identity could be decoded from
PSTHs, by comparing responses to bimodal stimuli in the A-rule versus the V-rule. For all
bimodal stimuli (A1V1, A1V0, A0V1 and A0V0), classification accuracy significantly above the
50% chance level for both BS and NS units (Fig. 3.6.b; A1V1 BS: 59.99 ± 12.95, NS: 61.19 ±
13.63; A1V0 BS: 60.68 ± 12.79, NS: 62.16 ± 12.45; A0V1 BS: 61.85 ± 12.48, NS: 63.71 ± 13.12; A0V0
BS: 60.60 ± 12.70, NS: 60.38 ± 12.35; mean % correct ± SD; all p<10-13, all z > 7.4, one-way
WSR vs chance [50%]). Using a repeated-measures ANOVA, we found no difference of
stimulus or BS/NS group in decoding (stimulus [within-subject]: F(2.59,454.65) = 0.71, p =
0.53; BS/NS [between-subject]: F(2.59,454.65) = 1.21, p = 0.31; Greenhouse-Geissercorrected). We then asked whether task rule might be differentially encoded across the
cortical depth (Fig. 3.6.c). Task rule could be decoded from all depth groupings of BS and
NS cells (Super. BS: 58.53 ± 9.84; Super. NS: 58.35 ± 7.06; Mid. BS: 60.51 ± 9.24; Mid. NS:
60.74 ± 10.22; Deep BS: 61.03 ± 10.69; Deep NS: 63.77 ± 11.21; mean % correct ± SD, decoding
averaged across stim.; all p<10-4, all z > 4.3, one-way WSR vs chance [50%]). When we
compared these means with a two-way ANOVA, we found that there was a significant
effect of depth (F(2,440) = 4.7, p = 0.0097) but not BS/NS F(1,440) = 0.67, p = 0.41) or their
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interaction (F(2,440) = 0.84, p = 0.43). Post-hoc comparison by depth showed that decoding
was significantly better in the deep group (62.4 ± 10.8, mean % correct ± SD, n = 86) than
the shallow group (58.4 ± 8.6 % corr., n= 248; super. vs. deep: p = 0.0071, Tukey’s HSD).
These results show that, in aggregate, task rule modulates SU responses at all depths and
BS/NS groupings in a manner that is discriminable by our PSTH-based pattern classifier,
and the decoder performs particularly well on the responses from the subpopulation of
deep units. Because this decoder utilizes both rate and timing, this is consistent with our
finding that FR is most strongly modulated by task rule in the deep group.
Attention to sound increases information efficiency in deep units of auditory cortex.
While discrimination of task rule suggests that auditory cortical responses differ under
conditions of auditory versus visual attention, it does not determine if and how information
processing is changing between the two rules. To address this question, we used the PSTH
neural pattern classifier to achieve what is ostensibly the same behavioral goal of the
animal performing the auditory rule task: discrimination of the rewarded (A1*) and
unrewarded (A0*) bimodal stimuli. Our hypothesis at the outset was that during the A-rule,
decoder accuracy for the A1*/A0* discrimination would increase relative to the V-rule,
when the A1*/A0* discrimination is not behaviorally relevant. We used the decoder to
discriminate between these stimuli in both rules, and compared accuracy, mutual
information (MI) and MI rate. In both rules, the decoder performed at greater than chance
accuracy for A1V1 vs A0V1 across all depth x BS/NS groups (Fig. 3.7.a; Super. BS: V-rule %
correct: 69.43 ± 16.10, A-rule: 70.95 ± 12.15, n= 29; Super. NS: V-rule: 72.27 ± 16.06, A-rule:
70.92 ± 15.89, n= 32; Mid. BS: V-rule: 68.83 ± 16.51, A-rule: 68.75 ± 15.77, n= 58; Mid. NS: Vrule: 71.54 ± 14.52, A-rule: 72.35 ± 15.14, n= 27; Deep BS: V-rule: 72.81 ± 16.30, A-rule: 73.38 ±
15.37, n= 147; Deep NS: V-rule: 72.87 ± 17.32, A-rule: 72.99 ± 15.16, n= 56; all p<2.1e-05, all z >
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4.2, one-way WSR vs chance [50%]). The same was true for the A1V0 vs A0V0 decode (Fig.
3.7.b; Super. BS: V-rule % correct: 69.80 ± 14.62, A-rule: 67.07 ± 14.10, n= 41; Super. NS: Vrule: 72.61 ± 13.34, A-rule: 70.36 ± 15.17, n= 38; Mid. BS: V-rule: 69.15 ± 15.51, A-rule: 67.68 ±
15.26, n= 73; Mid. NS: V-rule: 72.43 ± 14.67, A-rule: 72.95 ± 15.08, n= 31; Deep BS: V-rule: 71.65
± 17.40, A-rule: 72.17 ± 16.53, n= 168; Deep NS: V-rule: 72.18 ± 15.29, A-rule: 71.22 ± 17.12, n=
70; all p<2.3e-06, all z > 4.7, one-way WSR vs chance [50%]). This shows that low and high
TC stimulus identity can be discriminated from SU activity regardless of task rule. Do
accuracy results differ across the rules? We did not find a significant difference in
decoding between A-rule and V-rule for either A1* vs A0* discrimination (Fig. 3.7.a, A1V1 vs
A0V1 comparison across rules: Super. BS: p = 0.38, Z = -0.88; Super. NS: p = 0.48, Z = 0.71;
Mid. BS: p = 0.76, Z = 0.31; Mid. NS: p = 0.6, Z = -0.53; Deep BS: p = 0.62, Z = -0.49; Deep NS:
p = 0.61, Z = 0.51; Fig. 3.7.b; A1V0 vs A0V0: Super. BS: p = 0.16, Z = 1.42; Super. NS: p = 0.14, Z
= 1.46; Mid. BS: p = 0.31, Z = 1.01; Mid. NS: p = 0.48, Z = -0.71; Deep BS: p = 0.67, Z = -0.42;
Deep NS: p = 0.92, Z = 0.10; paired WSR). MI is typically correlated with decoder accuracy,
and we found the same patterns for these results: no significant MI difference across rules
(Fig. 3.7.c, A1V1 vs A0V1: Super. BS: p = 0.48, Z = -0.70, V-rule bits: 0.25 ± 0.28, A-rule: 0.23 ±
0.18, n= 29; Super. NS: p = 0.77, Z = 0.29, V-rule: 0.28 ± 0.23, A-rule: 0.25 ± 0.25, n= 32; Mid.
BS: p = 0.5, Z = 0.68, V-rule: 0.25 ± 0.27, A-rule: 0.24 ± 0.24, n= 58; Mid. NS: p = 0.65, Z = 0.46, V-rule: 0.24 ± 0.21, A-rule: 0.26 ± 0.25, n= 27; Deep BS: p = 0.72, Z = -0.36, V-rule: 0.29
± 0.27, A-rule: 0.30 ± 0.28, n= 147; Deep NS: p = 0.26, Z = 1.12, V-rule: 0.30 ± 0.27, A-rule: 0.27
± 0.25, n= 56; Fig. 3.7.d, A1V0 vs A0V0: Super. BS: p = 0.077, Z = 1.77, V-rule: 0.24 ± 0.24, Arule: 0.20 ± 0.19, n= 41; Super. NS: p = 0.5, Z = 0.67, V-rule: 0.25 ± 0.23, A-rule: 0.25 ± 0.25,
n= 38; Mid. BS: p = 0.42, Z = 0.80, V-rule: 0.23 ± 0.25, A-rule: 0.22 ± 0.25, n= 73; Mid. NS: p =
0.8, Z = -0.25, V-rule: 0.27 ± 0.24, A-rule: 0.27 ± 0.26, n= 31; Deep BS: p = 0.7, Z = -0.38, V67

rule: 0.30 ± 0.29, A-rule: 0.29 ± 0.28, n= 168; Deep NS: p = 0.88, Z = -0.15, V-rule: 0.27 ± 0.26,
A-rule: 0.27 ± 0.28, n= 70; paired WSR; mean bits ± SDs).
Because decoder accuracy and MI tend to increase as firing rate increases
(accuracy: r(3001) = 0.49, p = 2.3e-180; MI: r(3001) = 0.41, p = 1.5e-123; Pearson’s correlation,
all A1* vs A0* decoder runs), normalization by activity rate provides crucial insight into how
efficiently spikes are being used for decoding. As such, we compared encoding efficiency
across rules, which is MI normalized by the mean joint per-trial spike rate for the two
stimulus responses in each decode. We found a ~20% A-rule increase in encoding
efficiency of the deep BS units, but no other depth x BS/NS group was significantly
modulated. This increased deep-layer efficiency was consistent for both the A1V1 vs A0V1
and A1V0 vs A0V0 decodes (Fig. 3.7.e, A1V1 vs A0V1: Super. BS: p = 0.15, Z = -1.44, V-rule
bits/spk: 0.12 ± 0.11, A-rule: 0.15 ± 0.13, n= 29; Super. NS: p = 0.41, Z = -0.82, V-rule: 0.08 ±
0.07, A-rule: 0.09 ± 0.09, n= 32; Mid. BS: p = 0.79, Z = -0.27, V-rule: 0.12 ± 0.13, A-rule: 0.12 ±
0.13, n= 58; Mid. NS: p = 0.68, Z = -0.41, V-rule: 0.07 ± 0.08, A-rule: 0.11 ± 0.24, n= 27; Deep
BS: p = 9.2e-05, Z = -3.91, median fold change: 1.26, V-rule: 0.11 ± 0.10, A-rule: 0.14 ± 0.15, n =
147; Deep NS: p = 0.57, Z = -0.56, V-rule: 0.05 ± 0.05, A-rule: 0.06 ± 0.06, n= 56; Fig. 3.7.f,
A1V0 vs A0V0: Super. BS: p = 0.37, Z = 0.89, V-rule: 0.12 ± 0.13, A-rule: 0.11 ± 0.13, n= 41;
Super. NS: p = 0.87, Z = 0.17, V-rule: 0.06 ± 0.06, A-rule: 0.08 ± 0.09, n= 38; Mid. BS: p =
0.76, Z = -0.31, V-rule: 0.09 ± 0.09, A-rule: 0.10 ± 0.09, n= 73; Mid. NS: p = 0.43, Z = -0.78, Vrule: 0.06 ± 0.08, A-rule: 0.07 ± 0.07, n= 31; Deep BS: p = 0.0086, Z = -2.63, median fold
change: 1.19, V-rule: 0.13 ± 0.22, A-rule: 0.14 ± 0.13, n = 168; Deep NS: p = 0.22, Z = -1.23, Vrule: 0.05 ± 0.05, A-rule: 0.06 ± 0.06, n= 70; paired WSR; fold change: A-rule/V-rule; mean
bits/spk ± SDs). Taken together, these results suggest that raw decoding accuracy is not
modulated by task rule. Instead, the predominant effect is an increase in A-rule encoding
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efficiency in the deep layer units, putatively caused by a reduction in A-rule FR without a
concomitant reduction in decoding accuracy.
Information encoding efficiency changes are driven by suppressed units . The finding
that A-rule information rate increases in the deep BS unit group, which also shows a
decrease in A-rule FR, led us to explore the relationship between activity levels and PSTH
pattern decoding results. Specifically, we sought to answer two questions. First, is the Arule increase in information efficiency driven by the units with suppressed responses?
Second, how do units with increased A-rule FRs perform in the decoder? We restricted this
analysis to the deep BS units, and divided this group into those with increased FRs in the Arule (Fig. 3.8.a) and those with decreased FRs (Fig. 3.8.b). Here we again decoded auditory
stimulus identity (A1* vs A0*), but given the similar patterns observed for the two
comparisons presented in the previous section (A1V1 vs A0V1 and A1V0 vs A0V0), we
collapsed visual stimulus for clarity (A1* = A1V1 + A1V0; A0* = A0V1 + A0V0). We found that
deep BS units with increased A-rule firing rates (36%; n = 65) exhibited a small but
significant increase in A-rule decoding accuracy and MI (accuracy: p = 0.0042, Z = -2.87,
median fold change: 1.05, V-rule % correct: 73.14 ± 17.00, A-rule: 77.01 ± 14.25, n = 66; MI: p
= 0.04, Z = -2.06, median fold change: 1.18, V-rule bits: 0.33 ± 0.30, A-rule: 0.36 ± 0.29,
paired WSR; fold change: A-rule/V-rule; mean ± SDs). There was no significant change in
MI rate in this group (p = 0.31, Z = 1.02, V-rule bits/spk: 0.17 ± 0.20, A-rule: 0.14 ± 0.12). For
deep BS units with suppressed firing rates (64%; n = 114), there was no significant change in
decoding accuracy or mutual information (accuracy: p = 0.13, Z = 1.53, V-rule % correct:
71.64 ± 15.71, A-rule: 70.13 ± 15.17; MI: p = 0.42, Z = 0.80, V-rule bits: 0.27 ± 0.27, A-rule: 0.26
± 0.24), but there was a 45% increase in A-rule encoding efficiency (p = 3.7e-08, Z = -5.50,
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median fold change: 1.45, V-rule bits/spk: 0.09 ± 0.09, A-rule: 0.14 ± 0.13; paired WSR).
These results suggest that the minority of units that do increase FR in the A-rule perform
marginally better at decoding the auditory stimulus, and that the units that decrease FR do
not lose accuracy, but instead show strongly increased information efficiency.
Receptive fields mapped during the inter-trial interval are modulated by task-rule. In
the inter-trial interval, we presented an auditory receptive field mapping stimulus to test
whether switching between task rules affects both the encoding of task-relevant stimuli
and non-task relevant stimuli. We used the random-double sweep (RDS) stimulus, which
consists of two uncorrelated random frequency sweeps (Gourévitch et al. 2015), ranging
between 4 and 64 kHz. Randomly varied segments of RDS stimuli (ranging from ~1 to 15 s,
median 3.0 s ± 2.1 SD) were presented between all trials in the task. SU responses to the
RDS stimuli were then separated into those occurring the A-rule and those in the V-rule.
Reverse correlation was then used to generate two spectrotemporal receptive fields (STRF)
for each neuron: one from RDS stimuli presented during the A-rule and one from the Vrule. The mean-subtracted STRF, conventionally plotted on a reversed time axis, shows the
time-frequency fields that both excite (Fig 3.9.a, red fields) and inhibit (blue fields) spiking
activity. As expected, this procedure did not yield STRFs from all recorded units. To
remove STRFs whose fields could not be measured reliably, we filtered for significant STRF
trial-to-trial similarity relative to a null STRF (p<0.01; see Methods) in at least one condition
(A-rule or V-rule). This yielded 277 BS units and 82 NS units STRFs for subsequent analysis.
Previous research has shown that neurons in the auditory cortex can rapidly alter
receptive fields between periods of task engagement and passive listening (Fritz et al. 2003;
Yin, Fritz, and Shamma 2014). We sought to test whether receptive field properties are
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similarly altered between conditions of auditory attention and visual attention. First, we
measured the characteristic frequency (CF) of significant STRF excitatory (E) and inhibitory
(I) fields during the two task rules. To achieve this, we determined significant regions of the
STRF by comparing observed pixel values to the distribution of pixel values from a null
STRF, derived from a time-shifted spike train. STRF pixels with absolute values beyond the
1st percentile (p<0.01) were considered significant. To measure CF, we summed the
significant E and I fields separately along the frequency axis. The peak absolute value of
each sum was considered the CF, calculated separately for the E and I fields (Fig. 3.9.c). We
tested whether CFs change between the A- and V-rules and found no significant difference
between the distributions for the E CFs (Fig. 3.9.d; BS units: p = 0.58, KS stat = 0.19; NS
units: p = 0.07, KS = 0.31; Kolmogorov-Smirnov [KS] test) or I CFs (BS units: p = 0.38, KS =
0.22; NS units: p = 0.23, KS = 0.25; KS test). When CF distributions were divided between
mice for which the go auditory stimulus was the 8 kHz TC and those for which go was 17
kHz TC (Fig. 3.9.d), we found a significant difference between the distributions of the E
field CFs for BS units (BS units: p = 0.035, K-S stat = 0.31; NS: p = 0.43, K-S stat = 0.16 ; onetailed KS test), but not I field CFs for either unit type (BS: p = 0.87, K-S stat = 0.06; NS: p =
0.43, K-S stat = 0.16; one-tailed KS test). E field CFs for the 8 kHz TC-rewarded mice
tended to lie within (or at the upper edge) of the 8 kHz TC frequency band. A similar
preference for the rewarded TC frequency band was observed for CFs from the 17 kHz TCrewarded mice.
The classical STRF represents a linear fit between the spectrotemporal properties of
a sound stimulus and the spike train it evokes, but auditory cortical neurons are known to
vary widely in their response linearity (Atencio, Sharpee, and Schreiner 2008). To better
characterize the relationship between the observed reduction in stimulus activity and
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information processing, we calculated a nonlinear input/output function for each A-rule
and V-rule STRF. The nonlinearity represents the neuronal response as a function of the
similarity between the STRF and the stimulus from which it is derived (Fig. 3.10.a; see
Methods). It is generated by comparing the distribution of STRF-stimulus projections
(similarity values) from stimulus segments that elicited a spike (P(x|spike)) to a distribution
of STRF-stimulus projections using randomly chosen stimulus segments (P(x)). These
distributions also form the basis for calculation of a spike-rate normalized mutual
information (encoding efficiency) measure between the STRF and the spike train:

We compared this encoding efficiency measure derived from the inter-trial interval across
rules by depth and BS/NS classification. There was no difference between encoding
efficiency in the superficial or middle BS/NS groups, or the deep NS group. Instead,
consistent with our earlier findings for decision stimuli, encoding efficiency shows a small
but significant increase in the deep broad-spiking subpopulation (Fig. 3.10.b; Super. BS: p =
0.56, Z = 0.59, V-rule bits/spk: 0.15 ± 0.15, A-rule: 0.15 ± 0.14, n= 20; Super. NS: p = 0.21, Z =
-1.24, V-rule: 0.03 ± 0.03, A-rule: 0.04 ± 0.04, n= 16; Mid. BS: p = 0.72, Z = 0.36, V-rule: 0.06
± 0.07, A-rule: 0.06 ± 0.08, n= 52; Mid. NS: p = 0.52, Z = -0.64, V-rule: 0.04 ± 0.05, A-rule:
0.04 ± 0.04, n= 18; Deep BS: p = 0.042, Z = -2.04, median fold change: 1.11, V-rule: 0.10 ± 0.17,
A-rule: 0.11 ± 0.18, n = 79; Deep NS: p = 0.75, Z = -0.32, V-rule: 0.02 ± 0.02, A-rule: 0.02 ±
0.04, n= 26; paired WSR; fold change: A-rule/V-rule; mean bits/spk ± SDs). This measure
of MI rate is different from that used for decision stimuli; the current measure shows
mutual dependence between the STRF and the spike train, while that for decision stimuli
shows mutual dependence between stimulus identity classification and the binned spike
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train. Nevertheless, both metrics indicate a modulation of information consistent in sign
and specific to BS cells from the deep layers of cortex.
To better understand the shift in MI rate, we analyzed two properties of STRF
empirical nonlinearity: the asymmetry index (ASI) and the skewness. ASI quantifies the
difference in likelihood of spiking for positive and negative values of the nonlinearity,
defined as (R-L)/(R+L) where R is the sum of positive nonlinearity values (right of 0), and L
is the sum of negative values. ASI values range from -1 to 1, and values close to 1 indicate
that spiking activity only increases when the stimulus is highly similar to the STRF (Atencio
and Schreiner 2012). Skewness quantifies the amount of information in the tail of the
nonlinearity (see Fig. 3.10.c for examples). It describes how quickly the spike rate changes
with increasing STRF-stimulus similarity. High skewness values indicate that a cell’s activity
is restricted to instances when the STRF closely matches the structure of the stimulus.
Given the trend of decreased FR and increased encoding efficiency in the A-rule, we
hypothesized that these measures would increase in the A-rule. We compared ASIs
calculated from A-rule and V-rule STRFs and found that during the A-rule, asymmetry
increases slightly in the deep BS subpopulation (Fig. 3.10.d.; Super. BS: p = 0.63, Z = -0.32,
V-rule: 0.65 ± 0.27, A-rule: 0.63 ± 0.28, n = 42; Super. NS: p = 0.29, Z = 0.56, V-rule: 0.42 ±
0.29, A-rule: 0.43 ± 0.32, n = 23; Mid. BS: p = 0.26, Z = 0.63, V-rule: 0.53 ± 0.31, A-rule: 0.55 ±
0.28, n = 83; Mid. NS: p = 0.056, Z = 1.59, V-rule: 0.39 ± 0.27, A-rule: 0.45 ± 0.26, n = 22;
Deep BS: p = 0.025, Z = 1.96, mean ASI difference [A-V] = 0.06, V-rule: 0.56 ± 0.29, A-rule:
0.63 ± 0.29, n = 152; Deep NS: p = 0.53, Z = -0.09, V-rule: 0.40 ± 0.30, A-rule: 0.40 ± 0.22, n
= 37; paired WSR; mean ASI ± SDs). We found no significant change in ASI in any of the NS
depth groups. Similarly, when we compared skewness across rules, we found that only the
deep BS group exhibited a difference (Fig. 3.10.e.; Super. BS: p = 0.33, Z = 0.45, V-rule: 1.36 ±
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1.15, A-rule: 1.42 ± 1.05, n = 42; Super. NS: p = 0.94, Z = -1.60, V-rule: 0.99 ± 1.03, A-rule: 0.59
± 0.97, n = 23; Mid. BS: p = 0.079, Z = 1.41, V-rule: 0.86 ± 1.06, A-rule: 1.03 ± 1.15, n = 83; Mid.
NS: p = 0.2, Z = 0.84, V-rule: 0.82 ± 1.06, A-rule: 1.08 ± 1.36, n = 22; Deep BS: p = 0.014, Z =
2.20, mean skew difference [A-V] = 0.31, V-rule: 1.05 ± 1.07, A-rule: 1.38 ± 1.18, n = 152; Deep
NS: p = 0.69, Z = -0.50, V-rule: 0.61 ± 1.21, A-rule: 0.50 ± 1.15, n = 37; paired WSR; mean skew
± SDs). These measures of the bias in the nonlinearity provide a link between the observed
reduction in firing rate and the change in information processing deep in the cortex; the Vrule tends to elicit more spiking activity during the RDS that is not well described by the
STRF, while activity during the RDS in the A-rule is more restricted to moments when the
STRF matches the stimulus closely.

3.4 Discussion
Here we presented a novel audiovisual rule-switching behavior task in which mice
had to either attend to and discriminate sound stimuli while ignoring a visual stimulus, or
ignore sound stimuli while discriminating a visual stimulus. During the task, we recorded
873 single units (SUs) from auditory cortex (ACtx) using a multisite probe to span the
cortical laminae. We compared SU responses to identical audiovisual stimuli in the auditory
rule (A-rule) of the task versus the visual rule (V-rule). On average, deep and middle layer
responses to audiovisual task-relevant stimuli were suppressed in the A-rule relative to the
V-rule. This suppression was evident not only during task-relevant stimuli, but also for
inter-trial interval receptive field mapping stimuli. The effect of suppression across rules
was abolished when adjusting for baseline activity, which also showed an A-rule decrease.
This suggests that, on the whole, the auditory selective attention required by our task
quiets the auditory cortex, generally reducing the background activity over which cortical
sensory responses occur. We then used a PSTH-based pattern classifier to determine how
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effectively ACtx sensory responses can be used to decode task rule, and whether task rule
changes the amount of information present in spike trains. While a reduction in decoding
might be expected from decreased activity levels, we observed no such change: despite
reduced spike count, both decoding accuracy and mutual information were preserved, and,
as a result, encoding efficiency in bits per spike increased during the A-rule. This effect
was restricted to the deep broad-spiking cells, suggesting that attentional modulation
varies by cortical depth. Analysis of spectrotemporal receptive fields (STRFs) recorded
during the inter-trial interval confirmed the increased A-rule information rate in the deep
broad-spiking cells. We also found, through analysis of STRF nonlinearities, that activity
levels are better described by the linear STRF in the A-rule than in the V-rule, providing a
link between the reduction in activity levels and the changes in stimulus encoding.
Past research, largely from extrastriate visual cortex, has suggested that attention
often increases neural response gain to a space or feature (Moran and Desimone 1985;
Desimone and Duncan 1995; Reynolds and Chelazzi 2004). Increasing gain should in turn
increase the reliability of the sensory cortical readout. Another putative mechanism for
attentional enhancement is the reduction of noise, which has been shown to occur at the
level of single neurons (Mitchell, Sundberg, and Reynolds 2007) and in correlations at the
population level (Cohen and Maunsell 2009; Downer, Niwa, and Sutter 2015). Our finding
that auditory attention increases encoding efficiency and STRF-stimulus selectivity suggest
mechanisms of noise reduction. Previous work comparing ACtx responses during task
engagement and passive listening has shown that engagement increases signal-to-noise
ratios through decreased pre-stimulus rates without a change in sensory-evoked rates
(Buran, von Trapp, and Sanes 2014). At the group level, we did not observe this
phenomenon, finding that accounting for pre-stimulus rates generally abolished the
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group-level firing rate change across rules. However, the timing of activity in ACtx is
known to carry substantial information (Krishna and Semple 2000; Malone, Scott, and
Semple 2007; Hoglen et al. 2018), which would not be captured by coarse estimations of
rate. By accounting for temporal patterns at a finer scale using a PSTH-based pattern
classifier, we were able to uncover another mechanism for attentional modulation:
increased efficiency of information encoding.
Of course, mechanisms of gain increase and noise reduction likely act in tandem.
For example, in human ACtx response gain is increased for attended signals and decreased
for unattended signals (Hillyard et al. 1973; Giard et al. 2000; Bidet-Caulet et al. 2007). The
latter effect may be considered a form of noise reduction through decreased
representation of competing but behaviorally irrelevant stimuli. While in our study, the
predominant effect of auditory attention was to reduce spike counts, in all depth and
excitatory/inhibitory subgroups we did find that a fraction of units significantly increased
their firing rates. Even in the deep putative-excitatory group, where we saw the most
robust activity suppression, ~⅓ of units increased their activity in the A-rule. This result is
in line with several recent mouse ACtx SU studies (Carcea, Insanally, and Froemke 2017;
Kuchibhotla et al. 2017), suggesting that a similar fraction of units show increased activity
during task engagement when compared to passive listening. Past research on selective
attention in monkey visual cortex shows that stimulus-evoked responses for attended
features are generally enhanced but can also be suppressed for features outside of the
receptive field (Reynolds and Chelazzi 2004). As such, one might be tempted to conclude
that the smaller fraction of cells with attentionally-increased activity is simply the group
that is selectively tuned for task-relevant features. Our finding that units typically show the
same sign of modulation for both target (A1*) and distractor (A0*) stimuli (79% of broad76

spiking units; 96% of narrow-spiking units) complicates this interpretation, suggesting
enhancement or suppression is not selective for at least the features that distinguish these
stimuli. When we divided the decoding analysis between units with increased and
decreased FRs in the auditory rule (FR+, FR-; Fig. 3.8), we found that the FR+ group showed
increased decoder accuracy and mutual information in the auditory rule, while the FRgroup showed strongly increased encoding efficiency. This suggests that the effects of
attention on ACtx are nuanced and unlikely to be fully captured by analyses of coarse
single-unit groupings. For example, downstream stations might “listen” more to the smaller
share of FR+ neurons with increased stimulus information, while the FR- neurons reduce
activity that does not represent the stimulus. Such hypotheses are in line with “efficient
pooling” mechanism of attention, in which downstream stations selectively utilize the
inputs that optimally discriminate behaviorally-relevant features (Serences 2011; Pestilli et
al. 2011), and need to be further explored in the context of ACtx attentional mechanisms.
We used the PSTH-based pattern decoder for two purposes: first, we sought to
determine whether task rule could be decoded from responses and found strong evidence
for this at all depth and BS/NS groups studied. Second, we sought to determine whether
information processing in ACtx changes between the auditory and the visual rule. The
decoder was used to discriminate between spike trains evoked by target (A1*) and
distractor (A0*) stimuli, tone clouds centered around 8 kHz or 17 kHz, ostensibly the same
task faced by the mice in our task during the A-rule. These highly discriminable stimuli
were chosen intentionally to decrease the difficulty of a cognitively demanding task, but
this presents a caveat: as we expected, ACtx neurons often respond with highly distinct
patterns to these different tone clouds (e.g., Fig. 3.3). While our results suggest that
changes in information processing do occur between the task rules, one must consider
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whether observed changes would be different when comparing stimuli that evoke less
inherently distinguishable ACtx responses. We speculate that decoding of responses to
more similar stimuli would yield more pronounced effects between attended and ignored
states.
Several studies have addressed differences between task-engaged and passive
sensory processing in the ACtx at the SU level. Even though our study explicitly compares
two task-engaged states, this literature may provide the most relevant background for
understanding our results, and many of our findings are consistent with this work.
Engagement in a behavioral task is known to modulate correlations at the population level
(Downer, Niwa, and Sutter 2015; Downer et al. 2017) as well as stimulus-evoked and prestimulus single-unit activity. Several groups have reported that mouse and ferret ACtx
stimulus-evoked spiking responses are predominantly suppressed during self-initiated task
engagement when compared to passive listening (Otazu et al. 2009; Kuchibhotla et al. 2017;
Carcea, Insanally, and Froemke 2017; Bagur et al. 2018). Mouse and gerbil ACtx activity
levels preceding a stimulus have also been shown to decrease during self-initiated tasks in
several studies (Buran, von Trapp, and Sanes 2014; Carcea, Insanally, and Froemke 2017),
but not others (Otazu et al. 2009). A similar finding of reduced pre-stimulus activity during
task engagement has been observed in rat gustatory cortex, leading to sharpened taste
selectivity and reduced responses to suboptimal stimuli (Yoshida and Katz 2011). Recent
work has shown pre-stimulus suppression of activity in monkey primary visual cortex
immediately after a task cue (Cox et al. 2019), a finding consistent with earlier studies in
monkey extrastriate areas (Sato and Schall 2001; Bisley and Goldberg 2006; Herrington and
Assad 2010). In the present study, we show a median 10-20% reduction in SU spiking
activity in the period immediately prior to the decision stimulus onset when comparing A78

rule to V-rule. As in the above cited studies, the pre-stimulus period we use should be
considered an anticipatory period, as it immediately follows the offset of the inter-trial
interval RDS stimulus, which reliably predicts imminent presentation of a decision stimulus
(Fig. 3.1.c). Unlike the studies cited above, we are comparing rates across two states of
task-engagement. Our finding suggests that the task-engaged reduction of pre-stimulus
activity may not be a cortical-wide phenomenon that occurs during any period of
expectation, but instead may represent a mechanism of attentional highlighting specific to
the sensory system used in the task (here, the auditory cortex during auditory
engagement). Nevertheless, due to task design we cannot rule out the possibility that there
is also a reduction in pre-stimulus ACtx activity during the anticipation of stimuli in the
visual rule, which might be revealed when compared to a passive condition.
How might suppression of both stimulus-evoked and spontaneous activity subserve
attention? As others have noted (Otazu et al. 2009), it seems counterintuitive that a
process whose goal is perceptual highlighting would decrease responses to behaviorallyrelevant stimuli. The work presented here shows that decreasing activity does not
necessarily decrease stimulus information. Speculatively, this may occur by removal of the
noise background on which external stimulus-encoding activity sits, a proposition in line
with an influential theory of attention. This theory (Harris and Thiele 2011) posits that
spontaneous fluctuations in cortical activity partly reflect internal processes such as
mental imagery or memory recall. These processes are contrasted with activity that arises
from external sensory stimulation. One potential mechanism of attention is the
suppression of internally-generated spontaneous activity to favor the processing of
behaviorally-relevant external stimulation. Such a theory is consistent with attentional
suppression which tends to affect both pre-stimulus and stimulus-evoked activity. It is also
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consistent with our finding that suppression of activity does not degrade stimulus-spike
train decoding accuracy or mutual information, and instead increases stimulus encoding
efficiency.
One way that the present study extends the current literature is the focus of this
work on analysis by cortical depth. Our use of multisite probes to span the cortical laminae
allowed us to group units in an approximation of supragranular, granular and infragranular
divisions. These divisions are likely to be highly relevant to attentional modulation. Such
modulatory feedback signals are traditionally thought to arrive in the supragranular and
infragranular layers (Felleman and Van Essen 1991), and depth divisions in task-related
columnar modulation have been found by groups examining current-source density
(Zempeltzi et al. 2020) or multi-unit activity (O’Connell et al. 2014). We find that auditory
attention both suppressed firing rates (middle and deep groups) and increased encoding
efficiency (deep group) in a depth-dependent manner. Recent findings on the columnar
circuitry involving L2/3 (superficial) and L5 (deep) cells suggest a possible cortical circuit
at play. Pluta et al. showed that optogenetic activation of L2/3 both suppressed the activity
and increased the stimulus selectivity of L5 pyramidal neurons, mediated by somatostatinpositive interneurons (Pluta et al. 2019). As the main cortical output layer, shifts in
information processing in the infragranular population would have ramifications at
subcortical sites, as well as other cortical regions through its corticocortical connectivity
(Salin and Bullier 1995).
The present work should also be considered in the context of previous ruleswitching behavioral tasks. This research, in both humans and non-human animals, has
implicated frontal, parietal and striatal networks in rule switching and flexibility (Toth and
Assad 2002; Roshan Cools, Clark, and Robbins 2004; Rougier et al. 2005; Crone et al. 2006;
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R. Cools, Ivry, and D’Esposito 2006; Licata et al. 2017; Wimmer et al. 2015; Rikhye, Gilra, and
Halassa 2018). These networks may act as a context-dependent switch, routing attentional
modulatory feedback to the appropriate sensory systems. Because our focus was on the
role of task rule in modulating sensory processing rather than the executive function of
rule-switching, here we took care to present physically identical audiovisual stimuli across
the rules of the task. This allowed us to isolate the effects of task rule on stimulus
processing, demonstrating that attending to sound suppresses both baseline and stimulusevoked activity and increases encoding efficiency in a cortical depth-dependent manner.
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3.5 Figures

Figure 3.1 A novel audiovisual rule-switching task. a. Virtual foraging training setup: a
head-fixed mouse runs on a floating trackball. Locomotion measured by trackball
movement controls auditory and visual stimulus presentation. A water spout in front of the
mouse provides reward administration, and an attached lickometer records licks, which
determine reward or punishment administration. b. Decision stimuli are either 1 s toneclouds (TC; 8-kHz centered or 17 kHz-centered) or drifting gratings (horizontal or vertical
orientation). c. In-task stimulus sequence. Mice run while a ‘track’ of moving dots provides
visual feedback. During the inter-trial track period, a random double sweep (RDS) auditory
receptive field mapping stimulus is also presented. This stimulus has no behavioral task
relevance. When the RDS stimulus ends, there is a brief pause in auditory stimulation,
followed by presentation of a go or no-go stimulus. The animal can make a behavioral
choice (lick) anytime after decision stimulus onset, although trials with early licks (>0.3 s
post-stimulus onset) were removed from subsequent analysis. d.i. Behavioral sessions
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begin with a unimodal block (in this example: A-only, hatched orange hatched background;
typically ~30 trs). Water drops represent go stimuli, during which mice have an
opportunity for reward. Next an AV block is presented (solid orange; typically 120 trs),
during which the mouse must continue to use the A-rule from the previous unimodal
block. Next, a V-only block is presented (hatched green; ~30 trs), followed by the final AV
block, in which the mouse continues to use the V-rule (solid green; ~120 trials). Each mouse
is trained to always lick for only one auditory stimulus (8kHz or 17kHz TC) and only one
visual stimulus (vertical or horizontal), and go stimulus identity was counterbalanced
across mice. Task order sometimes begins with the A-rule, and sometimes begins with the
V-rule. d.ii. Stimulus codes, for reference. d.iii. Contingencies for reward (typically 0.006
mL water), punishment (time-out, with a darkened screen for 4-8 s), or task continuation.
e.i. Performance on an example session, showing sensitivity index (d’) calculated by task
block. Mouse locomotion is shown below. e.ii. Response rate by stimulus code for same
example session. (Colors as in d.iii). e.iii. Stimulus-onset aligned lick rasters for example
session, organized by rule and go/no-go. Green ticks indicate water rewards, while red
ticks indicate time-out punishments. f. Behavioral performance (moving window d’, loglinear corrected, see Methods) for all sessions used in physiology analysis (n = 27 sessions
from 12 mice).
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Figure 3.2 In-task extracellular physiology and measurement of recording site depth. a.
After mice achieved task-expertise, a craniotomy was made over the right auditory cortex
(ACtx; red), and acute extracellular recordings were made daily for up to 6 days. Right,
multi-site probe to record from all layers of auditory cortex. b. Multi-unit event responses
to 0.1 s pure tones were recorded after each behavioral session to confirm that recording
site was in ACtx and to determine depth of the probe within cortex. The topmost and
bottommost channels with any significant MU tone response were considered to
demarcate the putative pia-WM span, and channels were categorized as ‘Superficial’,
‘Middle’, or ‘Deep’. Single-unit (SU) waveforms were typically recorded across multiple
channels, so SU depth was assigned based on the channel with the largest amplitude
deflections. c. After spike sorting, SU waveforms were divided into narrow-spiking
(putative fast-spiking inhibitory) and broad-spiking (putative excitatory) populations based
on a waveform trough-peak time boundary of 0.6 ms.
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Figure 3.3 Varied single-unit responses to audiovisual decision stimuli across task rules.
a. Seven example broad-spiking (BS) units (i-vii) recorded during the behavioral task,
organized by depth category. Each row of raster plots (top) and corresponding PSTHs
(bottom) represents responses to indicated stimuli in the visual rule (orange) and auditory
rule (green). Note that for each indicated stimulus, tone-clouds and grating orientations
are physically identical across rules. Stimulus codes correspond to those in Fig. 3.1.d; A1V1
is rewarded in both A- and V-rule; A1V0 is rewarded in A- but unrewarded in V-rule, etc.
Some units are minimally modulated by rule, while others show clear firing rate
modulation. While many units respond strongly prefer A1* stimuli (includes A1V1 and A1V0;
ii, iii, v, vi), others exhibit strong response preference for A0* stimuli (collapsed A0V1 and
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A0V0; vii) . Some respond robustly to both A1* and A0* stimuli, but may be modulated by
task rule (ii, iv). b. Six example narrow-spiking (NS) units (i-vi). Conventions as in a. As with
BS units, NS units exhibit a variety of response PSTH profiles. Many are highly modulated
by task rule (ii-v), while others are minimally modulated (i, vi). Consistent with putative
classification as fast-spiking interneurons, NS units frequently exhibit high sustained firing
rates.
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Figure 3.4 Stimulus-evoked firing rates are generally suppressed during the auditory
rule compared to the visual rule. a. Responses to physically identical AV stimuli across the
two task rules. Blue shaded window represents the analysis period of 0-0.3 s for calculating
firing rate (FR), chosen to capture a predominantly sensory-driven component of the
response. i. Example unit response to A1* stimuli (A1V1 and A1V0, collapsed) across rules. ii.
Different example unit response to A0* stimuli (A0V1 and A0V0, collapsed) across rules. b. i.
Group data showing A1* FR response across rules by depth grouping. A1* stimuli are those
that are rewarded in A-rule. Scatter plots (left) show SU V-rule FR on abscissa and A-rule
FR on ordinate axes. BS units shown in red (red outline: significantly modulated BS, p<0.01;
paired t-test). NS units shown in blue (blue outline: significantly modulated NS, p<0.01;
paired t-test). Fold change histograms show A-rule FR divided by V-rule FR for all units
shown in scatters; bins to the left of 1 (dashed line) indicate suppression in the A-rule.
Histograms in red show BS units; blue show NS units. Box plots above histograms: central
line indicates median, box edges indicate 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers extend to
data points not considered outliers. Right: fractions of significantly modulated units
(p<0.01) over total, by depth group and NS/BS classification. Dark grey indicates units with
significantly increased FRs in the A-rule compared to V-rule, and light grey indicates
significantly suppressed FRs in A-rule. ii. As in i., but for A0* (unrewarded in A-rule)
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responses. c. Comparison of unit FR rule modulation between A1* (abscissa) and A0*
(ordinate). Top: BS units, bottom: NS units. Scatter plots (left) show all overlapping units
included in b.i and b.ii. As in fold change histograms (b.), modulation values >1 indicate
greater FR response in A-rule, while <1 indicates greater FR response in V-rule. Note the
increased density of units below 1 on both axes. Right: counts of units by direction of FR
rule modulation by stimulus, including units with significant FR changes across rule for A1*,
A0* or both. The bulk of units lie in lower left and upper right quadrants, indicating similar
direction of modulation across stimuli. d. Example unit showing firing rate modulation to
the onset of the random double sweep (RDS) stimulus, a task-irrelevant RF mapping
stimulus. The same analysis window for calculating FR was used: 0-0.3 s (blue). e. Group
data for RDS FR modulation across rules by depth and BS/NS classifications. Conventions
as described in b.
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Figure 3.5 Modulation in pre-stimulus firing rates partially accounts for changes in
stimulus-evoked firing rates across rules. a. Pre-stimulus (-0.3 to 0) onset firing rate
measurement, and normalization of FR response. i. Example broad-spiking unit, showing
raw FR (upper PSTH) and fold-change FR (lower PSTH), which is the raw FR divided by prestimulus FR. Pre-stimulus FR window (group data shown in b., upper raster, PSTH) and
post-stimulus FR window (group data shown in c., lower PSTH) marked in blue. ii. Example
superficial NS unit showing increased V-rule FR response after normalization. iii. Example
NS unit showing similar FR responses across rules after normalization. b. Pre-stimulus
onset FR compared across rules, with data organized by depth and BS/NS (red/blue).
Conventions as in Fig. 3.4. Scatter plots (left) show individual units, with significantly
modulated units outlined (p<0.01; paired t-test). Difference histograms show A-rule/V-rule
for all units shown in scatters; fold change <1 indicates suppression during the A-rule. Note
that data comes from -0.3 to 0 s preceding all stimuli in the bimodal (but not unimodal)
portions of each rule. c. AV stimulus FR response as fold change, normalized by prestimulus FR. i. A1* fold change responses across rules, conventions as above. ii. A0* fold
change responses, conventions as above.
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Figure 3.6 Task rule can be decoded from audiovisual SU responses in auditory cortex. a.
PSTH-based decoding of stimulus identity. We use this method to compare two response
PSTHs from the same unit (Resp 1, Resp 2). The decoder is run z1+z2 times, where z1 = nr. of
trials in PSTH for Resp 1 and z2 = nr. of trials in PSTH for Resp 2. For each decoder run, a
trial is removed; this is the test trial (red). Template PSTHs for the two responses are
generated with the exclusion of the test trial. The test trial is classified as belonging to the
template that is closest in Euclidean-distance n-dimensional space, where n = number of
bins in PSTHs. Based on classifications from all runs, a confusion matrix (right) is
generated, and accuracy, mutual information (MI) and encoding efficiency (MI rate,
bits/spk) are calculated as indicated. b. Decoding of rule identity. Responses to each of the
four AV stimuli in the A-rule vs responses to the same stimuli in the V-rule were decoded
based on 0-0.3 s stimulus onset window; PSTHs were constructed with 30 ms bins. Each
dot represents SU decoding accuracy (% correct); BS units in red, NS in blue. Chance
decoding is indicated by the dashed line. A minimum 5 Hz FR response to at least one
stimulus in the decode was required for inclusion. Box plots as before: central line
indicates median, box edges indicate 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers extend to data
points not considered outliers. c. Decoding by depth group. Median decoding by stimulus
indicated as colored horizontal box plots (as described above). Gray distributions represent
decoding by depth, each SU averaged across stimulus codes. Left: broad-spiking units,
right: narrow-spiking. See text for statistics.
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Figure 3.7 Stimulus encoding efficiency increases during the auditory rule. Decoding of
auditory stimulus identity, to compare decoder accuracy and information across rules
using the PSTH-based Euclidean distance pattern decoder (see Methods, Fig. 3.6).
Comparisons were A1V1 vs. A0V1 (a,c,e) and A1V0 vs. A0V0 (b,d,f). Panels show indicated
measure (Accuracy: a,b; MI: c,d encoding efficiency: e,f) by depth and BS/NS classification,
conventions as before. Insets on scatter plots indicate depth group for the row: S =
superficial; M = middle; D = deep. In scatters, red dots represent BS units and blue dots
represent NS units. Histograms show raw unit counts for A-rule/V-rule fold change for BS
(red) and NS (blue); fold change values >1 indicate increase in A-rule. Box plots as described
elsewhere.
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Figure 3.8 Deep ACtx A-rule information efficiency increases are driven by suppressed
units. Deep broad-spiking units were split into those with increased A-rule FRs compared
with V-rule (n= 65; a.) and those with decreased A-rule FRs (n = 114; b.), based on raw FR,
and mean decoding of auditory stimulus identity (A1* vs A0*) was compared. See Fig. 3.6 for
decoding procedure. a. Auditory stimulus identity decoding from A-rule FR increased deep
BS units. i. Example deep BS SU showing increased FR resp in A-rule to A1* stimuli. ii. Mean
FRs to A1* and A0* stimuli across rules, showing only A-rule FR+ units. iii. Decoding
accuracy of the A-rule FR+ group (values for each SU are averages of A1V1 vs A1V0 and A1V0
vs A0V0 decodes, collapsed for clarity). iv. Mutual information (MI). v. MI rate. b. Auditory
stimulus decoding from A-rule FR decreased deep BS units. Conventions for i-v. as in a.
Box plots as described elsewhere.
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Figure 3.9. Measuring auditory receptive fields during the inter-trial interval. a. A
random-double sweep (RDS) stimulus was presented between trials. RDS length varied
from 1-15 s (3.0 ± 2.1 s, median ± SD), depending on rate of task progression (determined by
mouse locomotion). Responses to each RDS stimulus presentation (segment) were divided
into those from the A-rule and those from the V-rule. Duration of RDS presentation time
was equated between the two rules. Spectrotemporal receptive fields (STRFs) from each
segment were calculated by reverse correlation, and combined by weighted averaging,
resulting in a STRF from the A-rule (top) and a STRF from the V-rule (bottom). To remove
units whose STRFs that could not be measured reliably, STRFs were filtered for significant
trial-to-trial similarity (p<0.01 compared to null STRFs). Properties of these STRFs were
then compared to determine the effects of task rule on task-irrelevant stimulus processing.
b. Example RDS response PSTHs and STRFs from two NS units (upper) and one BS unit
(lower). PSTHs are triggered on RDS onset, and grey indicates the durations of presented
RDS stimuli. c. Measurement of characteristic frequency (CF) from the STRF. Significant
excitatory (red) and inhibitory (blue) STRF fields were determined by comparing the
measured STRF to a null STRF generated from shuffled spike data (see Methods). To
measure CF, significant excitatory and inhibitory fields were summed separately along the
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frequency axis, and the peak absolute value of each sum was considered the CF. d. CF
distribution for excitatory (top) and inhibitory (bottom) fields. Left: CFs from SUs recorded
from mice for which 8 kHz was the go stimulus. Right: CFs from 17 kHz go stimulus mice.
For reference, the frequency bandwidth for the two tone cloud stimuli is shown in blue (8
kHz) and purple (17 kHz).
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Figure 3.10. Auditory attention modulates inter-trial stimulus response information and
nonlinearity-based measures of selectivity. a. Calculation of nonlinear input/output
function relating STRF to stimulus evoked activity (see Methods). P(x|spike) is the
distribution of similarities between the STRF and the RDS segments that elicited a spike.
P(x) represents a null distribution of similarity values between the STRF and randomly
chosen segments of the RDS stimulus. The nonlinearity is the ratio of the two, scaled by
likelihood of spiking (P(spike)). Mutual information (MI) is also calculated from these
distributions. b. MI rate (bits/spk) between spiking activity and RDS stimulus by depth,
compared across rules. Conventions as in previous figures. In scatters, BS units are red
dots. NS are blue dots. Difference histograms for BS (red) and NS (blue) represent Arule/V-rule; values >1 indicate increased MI rate in A-rule. c. Example nonlinearities from
three units in the A-rule (left, orange) and V-rule (right, green). Shown in text are two
values that characterize the relationship between stim-STRF similarity and spiking activity:
asymmetry index (ASI) and skewness (skew). ASI is the difference in likelihood of spiking for
positive and negative values of the nonlinearity. Skewness is the amount of information
present in the tail of the nonlinearity (see text). d. Comparison of ASI across rules. Top: BS
and NS values for all depths combined, split by BS units (L, red) and NS units (R, blue).
Below: units divided by depth group. * p<0.05 sign-rank test comparison of values across
rules. e. Skewness across rules, conventions as in d.
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Chapter 4. Concluding remarks
This dissertation comprises findings from two projects on the interplay between the
auditory and visual modalities in mouse auditory cortex (ACtx). In Chapter 2, we
investigated visually-evoked spiking responses in ACtx. We showed that a visual flash
stimulus evoked multi- and single-unit spiking responses in the absence of any sound
stimulation. Most striking was the depth distribution of these responses; they were largely
restricted to layer (L) 6 and, to a lesser degree, L5. Visual responses in ACtx occurred at
longer latencies than auditory responses and also at longer latencies than visual responses
in visual cortex. Presentation of drifting gratings showed that ACtx responses were
minimally tuned to orientation. This work suggests that the infragranular layers may be a
locus of crossmodal convergence in AC, conveying the presence and timing of salient visual
stimuli. There are several ways in which this finding should be extended through future
research. This report did not address the role of visual stimulation in modulating responses
to simultaneously presented auditory stimuli. While previous work has addressed this
question and found modulation in of auditory spiking responses in the ferret and monkey
ACtx (e.g., Kayser, Petkov, and Logothetis 2008; Bizley and King 2009) as well as field
potential responses in the monkey (e.g., Ghazanfar et al. 2005), future work should attempt
to relate the specific finding of infragranular visual responses presented in Chapter 2 to
modulation of sound representation. However, the possibility that such visual inputs to the
auditory cortex are latent and provide a mechanism for audiovisual learning should not be
ruled out. Finally, experiments leveraging the repertoire of genetic tools in the mouse
could aid in circuit dissection of this visual input. First, intersectional tracing work using
modified viral vectors could be used to identify and label cells receiving inputs from visual
stations, cortical or otherwise (Finke, Conzelmann, and Callaway 2007). Second, the ever96

growing list of cell-type specific Cre lines that label subsets of interneurons or pyramidal
cells could be used for optogenetic identification of the cell populations that respond to
crossmodal stimuli (Lima et al. 2009). These techniques would help provide genetic handles
for the circuits bridging the sensory systems.
In Chapter 3, we investigated the role of auditory and visual modality-specific
attention on audiovisual sensory responses in mouse ACtx. We designed a novel
audiovisual rule-switching task in which mice had to either attend to sound while ignoring
visual stimuli or ignore sound while attending to visual stimuli. After mice achieved
expertise in this task, we recorded single-unit responses while mice performed the
behavior and compared neural responses to identical audiovisual task stimuli under
different attentional demands. We found distinct patterns of activity associated with the
attend-auditory condition relative to the attend-visual condition. The predominant effect
was suppression of firing rate, however, a smaller subset of cells also showed enhanced
firing rates during the auditory rule. Similar trends for firing rate modulation were seen for
task-irrelevant receptive field mapping stimuli. When corrected for pre-stimulus firing
rate, much of the modulation of stimulus-evoked activity observed at the group level was
abolished, suggesting that auditory attention may cause a general reduction in levels of
activity rather than a specific reduction stimulus-related drive. Using a PSTH-based
pattern decoder, we found no difference in decoding ability or mutual information across
attentional states, but instead observed increased encoding efficiency in the deep putativeexcitatory cells. These results show that suppression of firing rates and increased encoding
efficiency are neural correlates of auditory modality-specific attention and that cells in the
deepest layers of auditory cortex show the greatest degree of modulation by task rule.
Several important caveats for this study must be noted. First, care has been taken to qualify
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the use of the term “attention” to emphasize that the mechanisms we are studying may be
distinct from forms that highlight local features of a perceptual scene. Such forms of
attention have largely been studied in humans or nonhuman primates (Desimone and
Duncan 1995; Kastner and Ungerleider 2000; Reynolds and Chelazzi 2004), and the tasks
required for their study may not be well-suited to rodent models. Second, although probe
penetrations were made using coordinates centered on the mouse primary ACtx, in this
study we have not made any distinction between units from primary and secondary
regions. Past research suggests that attention modulates cortical processing throughout
the auditory cortical hierarchy in humans (Grady et al. 1997; Jäncke, Mirzazade, and Shah
1999), although work at the single-unit level in animals has not explicitly compared
attentional effects across subregions (Otazu et al. 2009; Buran, von Trapp, and Sanes 2014;
Carcea, Insanally, and Froemke 2017). Future work on crossmodal attention should
deliberately target distinct sensory cortical subregions to determine, at the fine-scale
resolution provided by animal models, how attention affects sensory processing at
different levels of the cortical hierarchy. Third, this work has not examined the role of field
potential oscillations in crossmodal attention. Findings that attentionally-induced
increases in alpha band oscillations are related to inhibitory function (Klimesch 2012)
provide an interesting avenue of exploration given the suppressive effects of modalityspecific attention we observed. Finally, while this study suggests that a change in encoding
efficiency may be a neural correlate of auditory-specific attention, we have yet to
demonstrate that this has behavioral ramifications. Future analysis of changes in encoding
efficiency during incorrect trials or on low-performance blocks may better support a
causal link between this neural feature and behavior.
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Unexpectedly, both of these projects implicated the deepest cells in the ACtx as
mediators of crossmodal-related phenomena. Given the different nature and goals of these
two projects, overlapping cell populations or mechanisms should not be assumed. Instead,
together these results suggest that the cells in the infragranular layer may be important
sites of convergence for a variety of extramodal signals. The anatomical structure of the
infragranular population makes it well-suited for this role. The large pyramidal cells in L5
have dendritic tufts that extend to L1, but also receive inputs from all other layers,
suggesting that they integrate both driving and modulatory information (Larkum, Zhu, and
Sakmann 1999). L6 contains a diversity of pyramidal cells, the tallest of which span the
entire cortical column (L6b to L1; Katz 1987; Thomson 2010). Other L6 pyramidal cells have
apical tufts that reach L4 and L5 (Thomson 2010; Briggs 2010). Their wide array of columnar
inputs suggests that cells in both L5 and L6 may be important integrators. Finally, the
infragranular layer is traditionally considered the cortical output layer, sending processed
information back to subcortical stations and to other cortical areas (Felleman and Van
Essen 1991; Douglas and Martin 2004). It may be expected that modulatory effects from
extramodal processes such as attention are most readily measurable at the putatively final
stage of columnar processing.
Several caveats apply to the work presented in both Chapters 2 and 3. First, this
dissertation has focused on effects at the single-unit level and has not examined
population-level phenomena (Averbeck, Latham, and Pouget 2006). Attention appears to
modulate the degree of correlations between recorded neurons, an effect observed in both
visual (Cohen and Maunsell 2009) and auditory (Downer, Niwa, and Sutter 2015; Downer et
al. 2017) cortices. Furthermore, recent work on the rat ACtx suggests that when
simultaneously recorded neurons are grouped into ensembles based on coordinated
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spiking, the encoding of auditory sensory information is enhanced (See et al. 2018). While
previous work has studied the population-level effects of attentional modulation, far less
research has explored the ways in which multisensory effects may emerge at the
population level. With advances in imaging (Stirman et al. 2016) and electrophysiological
(Jun et al. 2017) techniques that now allow for simultaneous recording of hundreds to
thousands of neurons, this is likely to be a fruitful avenue for future research.
On a technical level, while the use of multisite silicon probes allows for recording
from the entire cortical depth, this technique likely does not capture single-unit activity at
all depths equally well. In particular, neurons in the superficial layers may sustain greater
damage from probe insertion than those in the deeper layers and could exhibit decreased
stability or altered physiological response properties. This is of concern because of the
anatomically identified visual inputs to superficial auditory cortex (Banks et al. 2011) as well
as examples of attentional-related current-source density modulations in supragranular
layers (Mehta, Ulbert, and Schroeder 2000; Lakatos et al. 2009). While we were able to
record isolated and stable single-units from superficial cortex in Chapter 3, we cannot fully
rule out effects that were undetected due to uneven tissue damage inherent to the
technique. Future work aimed at recording the full laminae should use a combination of
partial- and full-cortical depth probe insertions to rule out this potential confound.
Taken together, findings from these projects underscore two main principles: first,
the ACtx is dynamically modulated by non-auditory inputs to shape sound processing
according to behavioral demands. This integration from across the modalities as well as
attentional and other networks is central to the function of ACtx, altering how it encodes
information. Second, the laminar structure of cortex provides an important architecture
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for the integration of extramodal information. Explicitly addressing neural effects by depth
in the awake, behaving animal, whenever possible, will continue to yield new insight into
the circuitry underlying cortical information processing.
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